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The idea that AI is coming for us all sort of makes
me happy.

I mean, it’s not like we’re doing such a bang-up
job ourselves. We’re blithely hurtling toward our
own demise, feeding the machine everything it
might eventually need to completely control us. The
technology may not be there, but our attitude is: if
there were a universally intelligent entity that could
control all the world’s tech, and by extension almost
everything in the world, it wouldn’t even need to
wage war on the human race to get what it wanted.
It would just need to offer us small rewards, free
in-game purchases. We do this anyway; for a free
cheeseburger, we’d offer up all our secrets.
In a way, we already are half-controlled by AI.
What else could you call the massive voter fraud
made possible by creating fake news stories and
propagating them via social media on individuals
likely to accept them as real?

So maybe by the time it occurs to AI that it can do
the same thing to accomplish its own goals — which,
who knows, maybe it already has — we’ll probably
need it as a species. We’re not there yet: all the
AI articles in this issue, with its focus on language
processing and data analysis, are limited in scope. As
CSA Research’s Arle Lommel once said, machines can
translate and they can also play chess, but we don’t
have a machine that can do both. And we don’t even
have a roadmap on how a machine would bridge that
gap without human input.

So perhaps AI is coming for us all, and perhaps it
isn’t. And perhaps the ways that it is can be harnessed
and controlled, with the examples laid out in this
issue.
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LT Industry Summit focuses on AI, more
The 7th Language Technology
(LT) Industry Summit (www.lt-summit.com) took place May 28-29, 2018,
in Brussels, Belgium. The LT Industry
Summit is Europe’s event showcasing
the latest developments in the three
technology stacks driving language
intelligence: speech interaction; deep
language and meaning processing;
and multilingual communication and
cognition.
The summit presents the most
recent technological developments
through practical use case presentations. The mix of participants allows
for fruitful networking and paves
the way for future collaborations.
As Andrzej Zydron of XTM International said: “As a company we are
regular participants and have benefited tremendously from participating both in terms of learning about
latest developments in the language
field, networking and meeting business partners.”
Four keynote speakers provided
challenging insights in their presentations and further reading through

8

interviews. “Language is the numberone issue that prevents human beings
from delegating repetitive service
tasks to collaborative robots,” said
serial entrepreneur John Rauscher,
pointing toward main opportunities
and challenges in the field of natural
language generation. Arthur Wetzel
of 24translate underlined the importance for “Language Service Providers
to build up their technology expertise
and leverage technology to help

November/December 2018

clients add value.” He summarized
this as “digitize or die!” David Canek
of Memsource presented recent AI
developments empowering machine
translation and Justin Wyman of
Socialgist uncovered the hidden treasures in social media data.
LT-Innovate’s next event takes
place November 29-30, 2018, in
Vienna, Austria: “Fake News and
Other AI Challenges for the News
Media in the 21st Century.”

Recaps

2018 user conferences focus on automation and user feedback
Wordfast Forward 2018
Wordfast organized its fourth user
conference June 1-2, 2018, in Cascais,
Portugal, bringing together nearly 80
users, developers, trainers, hotline
support, spouses and even children
for the occasion. Wordfast Forward
(WFF) gives stakeholders a chance
to take stock of new features and improvements, learn why and how users apply them, and seek solutions to
problems by sitting down and listening to each others’ stories.
The conference kicked off on Thursday with a trainers’ symposium followed
by an informal, beachfront dinner
and poolside cocktails sponsored by
partners WordFinder and IntelliWebSearch. Friday morning started with
keynote speaker Filipe Carrera explaining how to translate networking into
business, and the power of weak links.
Participants later learned how to leverage the power of server-based translation memories and glossaries for free,
and enjoyed an end-of-the day tasting
session from our Chablis wine expert
translator and user Ruth Simpson.
The first day ended with a white party
dinner overlooking the world-famous
Boca do Inferno sea cliffs.
On Saturday, attendees heard from
terminology expert Clarisa Moraña
and about advanced tool features from
expert users and hotliners Reginaldo
Francisco, Jamie Lucero and Dominique Pivard. Wordfast intern Ziqi
Zhou then explained how she and her
team localized Wordfast Pro 5 into
Chinese. Product managers later took
the floor to explain how they choose
what goes in the next release and how
important user feedback is in influencing their decisions. Before the closing
dinner in downtown Cascais, each participant was given 300 Wordfast dollars
to “buy” the features they wanted most
during a mock auction and help developers prioritize for the coming year.

WFF is never complete without a
sports outing. On Sunday morning,
participants learned how to surf at
the legendary Guincho Beach. Next
year the event celebrates Worfast’s
20-year anniversary March 21-23 in
Martinique.

memoQfest 2018

At memoQfest 2018 May 30-June
1, 2018, there were a variety of presentations about topics such as the
emerging role of AI in the language
industry and what that will mean for
the role of translators in the future.
Other presentations involved realworld case studies about how memoQ
practitioners had solved thorny problems with unfriendly file formats. The
preconference day featured 25 training sessions that ranged from introductory topics for memoQ newbies
to geeky, challenging subjects such as
regular expressions or automated file
conversion through scripting.
With over 250 attendees from 30
countries, the community that gathers for memoQfest is diverse and
cohesive. With the exception of some
guest speakers or representatives of
partner companies, attendees are uniformly memoQ users. Some have been
memoQ aficionados from the beginning. memoQfest itself dates back ten
years, and memoQ as a company was
born four years prior to that. The company has rebranded itself to match the
name of its leading product, memoQ.
Therefore, the former company Kilgray
is now known as memoQ.
Nataly Kelly presented the keynote
address on the growing influence of
AI. She expressed optimism about
the future of translation professionals. Kelly’s premise was that AI will
help remove the boring, repetitive
stuff that translators don’t really
want to do anyway. This will facilitate
future translators digging into more

interesting tasks that are uniquely
dependent upon human experience.
One product announcement was
the introduction of “Hey memoQ.”
This new feature supports dictation
directly into memoQ via an Apple
device. Although memoQ did previously support dictation through a
third-party application, the breadth
of language support was limited. Hey
memoQ piggybacks on the Apple
dictation services for iPhones and
iPads, and therefore vastly expands
the languages and dialects to over 60.
Enhanced dictation support opens
new doors to translators whose
previous productivity was negatively
impacted by being constrained to
keyboard input or a limited language
set. The first release of Hey memoQ
can be expected soon.
One of the most popular sessions
was “The User Strikes Back.” This is
a formalized complaint session, in
which attendees can air their grievances in front of other attendees who
frequently nod their heads in agreement. The grievances are fielded by a
panel of memoQ employees and the
management team. The preconference day concluded with a networking
event and dinner at the historic Kiscell
Museum, complete with acrobatic
flame-jugglers. The gala conference
dinner was served at the Castle
Garden. After aperitifs in the garden
overlooking the Danube, attendees
descended into a decoratively-lit subterranean space. At the dinner, three
stalwart memoQ users were honored:
Juliet Macan, Stéphan Gervais and
Roberto Savelli, who have attended
all ten memoQfests. Their loyalty was
rewarded with a free pass to attend
the 2019 event next summer.
Dinner was followed by entertainment, including a 1960s dance and
hairstyle retrospective performed by
memoQ staff.
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F e a t u re d R e a d e r

Would you introduce yourself?
Tom Olliver, localization program manager at Canon Europe
Ltd.
Where do you live?
I live in Binfield, a rural village
in the Royal County of Berkshire,
with my wife, seven-year-old
daughter and three cats.
How did you get started in this
industry?
I got into this industry via a
happy accident — ironically by
a poor keyword search online. I
finished University in 2000 with
a degree in aeronautical engineering, large debts and no real
idea of what to do next. When
searching for engineering jobs, I
found an advert for a localization
engineer. Despite not having
heard of it previously or, if I’m
being honest, fully understanding what it was either, I applied.
At the time I remember thinking
I “might stick around a year” but
I’ve been in the industry, and
with Canon, ever since — working
my way through project management until my current role
as program manager, managing
a brilliant team of localization
project managers.
What language(s) do you speak?
Unusually, I entered this in-
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dustry only speaking my native
language, English. Along the
way I’ve picked up bits from the
broad spread of languages we
localize, although these often
have limited relevance in the
outside world. You would be
surprised how seldom “printer
driver” or “document feeder”
come up in casual conversation.
I also have a grounding in
Japanese, after taking lessons
in the language, which I find
has helped understanding and
communication with our parent
company.
What do you like to do in your
spare time?
Most of my spare time revolves around my daughter
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at present. Whether it’s princess parties, dance lessons or
swimming, there is often need
for “Dad's taxi," and I wouldn’t
change it for the world. She is
currently determined to be a
palaeontologist and I was under strict instructions to bring
back a dinosaur from LocWorld
Warsaw. The closest I could get
was a photo from the Warsaw
National History museum.
Sadly/fortunately my pockets
weren’t big enough to bring
anything back.
I’m also an avid science fiction
fan and enjoy the odd game
of tennis, as well as joining the
weekly quiz nights at the local
pub.
Why do you read MultiLingual?
Within a large, global organization and the numerous functions involved in releasing and
supporting products through
their life cycle, localization can
sometimes feel like an invisible,
underappreciated function. Feeling connected to the industry
is important, and MultiLingual
is a key part of that for me. It’s a
consolidated snapshot of the industry and will often send me off
in many interesting and productive directions, after seeing an
interesting article or surprising
personnel move.

Unleash the Potential of
Your Digital Impression
The launch of our new vertical
platform in 2019 will further
increase the value of your ad
campaign in MultiLingual.

Enhance your ad
in MultiLingual
digital to increase
engagement.

Use animation,
audio. video or a
call-to-action button.

Become an
exclusive digital
issue host.

learn more at
magazine.multilingual.com/media-kit

N ews

Business
Moravia rebrands

The Moravia IT Group has rebranded per its acquisition by RWS, a provider of intellectual property support
services. RWS Moravia will continue to operate as an autonomous division of RWS.

Women in Localization 501(c)(3) certified

Women in Localization, a professional organization for
women in the localization industry, has announced its
official certification as a 501(c)(3) tax-exempt nonprofit
organization.
Women in Localization www.womeninlocalization.com

People

RWS Moravia www.rws.com/what-we-do/rws-moravia

Venga acquires TI

Venga Global, a provider of localization services, has
acquired Translators International (TI), an information
and communication technology security language services
company.
Venga Global http://vengaglobal.com

Questel acquires MultiLing

Questel, an online intellectual property services provider, has acquired MultiLing, a provider of patent translations. Questel will partner with MultiLing’s management
team.
MultiLing www.multiling.com

Translata buys Localization Guru

Translation agency Translata has bought translation
startup Localization Guru. Localization Guru will remain
a distinct entity with services, management and administration delivered under the Translata brand.
Translata www.translata.eu

Recent industry hires

Eriksen Translations Inc. has hired Will Lach as director
of sales, Kevin Hudson as director of client services, Yasmin
Menon as director of production, Ryan Hansen as multilingual quality manager, Shelby Greenwood as vendor manager
and Aisha Moritz as project management team lead.
Eriksen Translations Inc. www.eriksen.com

ICD Translation has hired Steven Perhach as head of the
company’s new video remote interpreting product.
ICD Translation www.icdtranslation.com

TripleInk has hired Cristina Segar as an account supervisor.
Cofounder and managing director, Christa TiefenbacherHudson, is retiring. Stephanie Cooper and Uta Moncur will
jointly lead the agency.
TriplInk www.tripleink.com

Resources

Reports on translation proxies, intelligent
content and defining depth of localization

Common Sense Advisory, Inc., an independent market
research firm specializing in the language service industry,
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News
has published several reports. “Re-assessing Translation
Proxy Solutions” defines translation proxy, revisits the
myths, and identifies scenarios where proxies should always be considered or should generally be avoided.
“Four Futures for Global Intelligent Content” defines
what intelligent content is and why it matters, and analyzes four content trends.
“How Deeply Should You Localize” addresses how to
define depth of localization and how deeply organizations
localize, with an emphasis on the role of site size and number of languages in this decision and why organizations treat
languages differently. It closes with a set of recommendations for how to determine appropriate depth for sites.
Common Sense Advisory, Inc. www.commonsenseadvisory.com

Products and Services

XTM v11.4

XTM International, developers of a translation management system and computer-aided translation tool, has
released XTM v11.4. The latest version introduces the new
neural machine translation engine Amazon Translate, enhancements for XTM Connect and the option to provide
different plural forms of a noun during translation of iOS
source files.
XTM International https://xtm.cloud

Lingotek system updates and enhancements

Lingotek, a developer of collaborative translation technology, has further enhanced its translation management
system and content management connectors, and added

new features and functionality to its apps for vendor
management, linguistic quality evaluation and multilingual business intelligence.
Lingotek www.lingotek.com

SYSTRAN Pure Neural Server

SYSTRAN International, a provider of translation services and technology solutions, has launched SYSTRAN
Pure Neural Server. It supports unlimited user access and
integrates with any business application and document
workflow.
SYSTRAN International www.systransoft.com

Language Insight adds WPML plugin

Language Insight, a provider of language services, has
added the WordPress multilingual plugin (WPML) to its
online service offering. WPML includes advanced features
for translation management and an interface for professional content translation.
Language Insight www.languageinsight.com

Clients and Partners

enLabel integrates Argos TMS

enLabel Global Services, Inc., provider of integrated
packaging management (IPM) solutions for medical device and life sciences organizations, has partnered with
Argos Multilingual, a language solutions provider, to integrate its enLabel IPM platform with the Argos translation
management system (TMS).
Argos Multilingual www.argosmultilingual.com

Give The Gift Of
Knowledge
— for free!

Thanks

If you ﬁnd information in any issue
of MultiLingual that you know would
beneﬁt a friend or colleague, let us
send them a copy.

Simply email freecopy@multilingual.com with the person’s name, postal
address and the date of the issue you’d like to share.
They will receive a complimentary copy of the magazine along with
a note, letting them know you were thinking of them.
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C al e n d ar

October
Meet Central Europe Conference
October 30-31, 2018, Budapest, Hungary

AATC, ACTA, ATCSK, Proford, www.meetcentraleurope.com

EXPOLINGUA Berlin

November 16-17, 2018, Berlin, Germany
ICWE, www.expolingua.com

TAC Conference 2018

November 19-20, 2018, Beijing, China

EMNLP 2018

October 31-Nov 4, 2018, Brussels, Belgium

Association for Computational Linguistics, http://emnlp2018.org

November

Best Practices for Communicators
in Highly Regulated Industries

November 8-9, 2018, New York, New York USA
Ragan Communications, Inc., http://ow.ly/NnGb30m7t0R

tcworld 2018 - tekom

Translators Association of China
www.tac-online.org.cn/annualmeetingen

Nordic Translation Industry Forum
November 21-23, 2018, Oslo, Norway

Anne-Marie Colliander Lind, Cecilia Enbäck, http://ntif.se

Tools and Methods for
Corpus-Based Translation Science
November 22-23, 2018, Innsbruck, Austria
TransBank, https://transbank.info/workshop

November 13-15, 2018, Stuttgart, Germany

Information Development World

Translating and the Computer 40 (TC40)

The Content Wrangler, Content Rules
http://informationdevelopmentworld.com

AsLing, www.asling.org/tc40

Translation and Cultural Sustainability

tekom, http://conferences.tekom.de/tcworld18/registration

November 15-16, 2018, London, UK

TAPICC: Translation API Class and Cases
November 15, 2018, San Jose, California USA
International Multilingual User Group, https://bit.ly/2tjGYJJ

November 27-29, 2018, Menlo Park, California USA

November 28-30, 2018, Salamanca, Spain
University of Salamanca
http://traduccionysostenibilidad.fundacionusal.es

Cologne Conference on Translation,
Interpreting and Technical Documentation
November 29-30, 2018, Cologne, Germany

TH Köln – University of Applied Sciences, https://bit.ly/2AQfpxv

December

ND Focus – Elia’s focus on
Sales & Marketing

December 6-7, 2018, Malaga, Spain

Elia, http://events.elia-association.org/nd-focus-sales-2018

January 2019

How Technology Is Redefining
When and Where We Meet

January 17, 2019, San Jose, California USA

International Multilingual User Group, http://ow.ly/a28g30lLmnj

ALC UNConference

January 17-19, 2019, Huntington Beach, California USA
Association of Language Companies
www.alcus.org/page/UNConferenceOverall
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Calendar

May

Translation Technology Round Table
January 24-25, 2019, Boulder, Colorado USA
The Localization Institute, http://ow.ly/A6WS30lJprA

May 1-4, 2019, Washington, D.C. USA

Lenguas 2019

January 24-26, 2019, Mexico City, Mexico

Italia Morayta Foundation, InterpretAmerica, www.lenguas2019.com

Together

ALC Annual Conference

February

Association of Language Companies
www.alcus.org/page/AnnualConfOverall

2019 STC Technical Communication
Summit & Expo
May 5-8, 2019, Denver, Colorado USA

Society for Technical Communication, https://summit.stc.org

February 21-22, 2019, Barcelona, Spain

June

Elia, http://events.elia-association.org/together-2019

LocWorld39 Kuala Lumpur

CIUTI 2019

Localization World, Ltd., https://locworld.com

Monash University, http://ow.ly/5OSo30lLlOL

February 27-28, 2019, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

June 3-5, 2019, Melbourne, Australia

tcworld India

Content Connections 2019

teckom, http://tcworld-india.com

Acrolinx, https://acrolinxcc.com

February 28-March 1, 2019, Bangalore, India

March

Wordfast Forward 2019

June 10-12, 2019, Boston, Massachusetts USA

LocWorld40 Portugal
June 11-13, 2019, Portugal

Localization World, Ltd., https://locworld.com

March 21-23, 2019, Sainte-Luce, Martinique
Wordfast, http://wordfast.com/conference

GALA 2019

March 24-27, 2019, Munich, Germany
Globalization and Localization Association
www.gala-global.org/all-events/gala-2019-munich

LATA 2019

March 25-29, 2019, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Saint Petersburg State University, IRDTA, http://lata2019.irdta.eu

connecting your visions,
technologies and customers

Tenth International Translation Conference
March 26-27, 2019, Doha, Qatar

Translation and Interpreting Institute
www.tii.qa/en/tenth-annual-international-translation-conference-call-papers

MadWorld 2019

April

April 14-17, 2019, San Diego, California USA

MadCap Software, Inc., www.madcapsoftware.com/conference

Information Creation · Translation/Localization
Desktop Publishing · Illustration/Animation
Automatic Publication · Information Retrieval
Process Automation · IT Services · Training · Consulting ...

14th International EUATC Conference
April 25-26, 2019, Tallinn, Estonia

www.star-group.net

European Union of Associations of Translation Companies
http://euatc.org/conference
STAR_ad-ML.indd 1
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Column

Client Talk
BuzzFeed
Terena Bell
Terena Bell is an independent journalist writing for
The Atlantic, Washington Post, Fast Company and
others. She is former CEO of In Every Language
and was on the GALA and ALC boards.

Welcome to Client Talk, where we chat with the people who
buy (or should buy) language services. When do they say professional translation is worth it?
By talking with clients outside the sales environment, we hope to
uncover what really drives purchasing. Each month offers a different
profile to learn from. The challenge is to find patterns from one issue to
the next. Together, what do these interviews tell us about how clients see
our industry as a whole?
Gabi D’Addario is based in Los Angeles,
California, but spent time in Brazil growing up.
She “learned Portuguese as a result” and, thanks
to a year spent living in Italy, speaks Italian as well.
Russian, Chinese and Arabic are on her hope-tolearn list.

The client
As senior manager of international
publishing, D'Addario oversees translation
Gabi D'Addario
for BuzzFeed, a cross-platform news and
entertainment network. Based in the United
States, the company markets to readers in Canada, Australia, the United
Kingdom, India, Brazil, Mexico, Spain, France, Germany, Russia, Japan
and the Philippines. “The content published by these editions is in the
primary language or dialect of the market,” she says. “Internal communications within these offices takes place in the local language.”

The client’s need and how they meet it
According to D’Addario, “BuzzFeed has an in-house global adaptation
team that translates content across all verticals and formats across the
company: entertainment and news, long and short-form video, articles,
illustrations and memes.”

16
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Bilingual adaptation editors in
BuzzFeed’s major international
markets make up the team.
D’Addario says they curate and
edit all translation for the country
where they’re located and “approach
curation through a combination
of in-market editorial expertise
and analytical models that suggest
translations based on previous
successes and what is trending on
domestic channels.”
During a December 2017 presentation at AI Summit in New York,
vice president of data science Gilad
Lotan broke the model down: it’s
a machine learning algorithm that
uses social network, site traffic and
other data points to choose which
news articles to localize. “We’re
obsessed with giving every piece of
content a fair opportunity to reach
the right audience,” he said.

So what gets translated?
Once the algorithm gods
shine down on certain content,
BuzzFeed sends it to an outside
provider, has bilingual staff
perform the translation or starts

Colum n
from scratch with subject
matter in-language. D’Addario
says it’s usually the latter: “The
majority of content published to
our non-English, international
editions is created by in-house
teams in their primary language
or dialect.” She does add that for
certain types of content, BuzzFeed
outsources “an initial translation
from a vendor or freelance translator,” but wouldn’t answer when
we asked which type.
Once translation is complete,
D’Addario says, “An in-market,
adaptation editor edits it for tone,
style and accuracy. In other cases
the translation is completed from
scratch by an in-house adaptation
editor. Our adaptation editors
review any translation that we
outsource before publication.”

So 1-5, how important
does BuzzFeed think professional translation is?
A full 5. Despite outsourcing
relatively little work to pros,
D’Addario claims translation is
critical to BuzzFeed’s international
branding. “Translation allows us to

make the best BuzzFeed content
available around the world. It's
a fast and cost effective way for
us to expand our reach and take
advantage of all content created by
BuzzFeed teams, no matter what
language it's in. BuzzFeed's business
team also relies on translation to
globally distribute branded content
for certain advertisers.”

Is there an emerging pattern?
Over recent months, Client Talk
has seen its share of buyers who
could solve the vast majority of their

translation
difficulties
with existing
industry tech
— like translation memory
or translation
management
systems (TMS).
But BuzzFeed
presents a new first:
the company is aware
of industry tech, but
decided to develop
its own. Lotan’s
algorithm is not a
TMS, but Buzzfeed did consider at
least one existing industry solution
before his team designed it. And
since the program predicts a piece
of content’s ROI — an offering
a top TMS would include — the
company has essentially built
something it could have bought
off the shelf. Maybe these system
vendors should ask themselves
why BuzzFeed chose to invest time
and money into building something that data-driven solutions
could give them for a low monthly
fee. [M]
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Column

Terminology Glosses
AI and paradigm shifts
Laura Di Tullio

Laura Di Tullio is a terminology management
consultant who has developed termbases and managed enterprise terminology for large multinationals.
She has been in the localization industry for over 20
years, holds an MA in terminology management and
a degree in translation studies.

Last century’s young people were faced with solid ideologies that had liquefied by the turn of the millennium, only to
vaporize into the intangibility of a virtual world in the next few
decades. On several occasions, the idea of a paradigm shift has
surfaced, more or less explicitly, between the lines of this column. We have always observed such shift through the lens of
language, with awareness of the dual role played by language.
Language always reflects and, at the same time, always explains
change.
Yet when it comes to artificial intelligence, the change is so striking and
extraordinary that the language is not entirely codified yet and even less so
are the new concepts developing around such change. For terminologists,
this is a very intriguing moment. Change — and this time change involves
the very essence of human beings — is accompanied by new terms and
concepts that define new scenarios. Strictly linked to artificial intelligence
are terms like:
[[ cyborg and The Universal Declaration of Cyborg Rights.
[[ biohacking (or grinding): in one of its nuances, the practice of altering
one’s body by implanting cybernetic devices.
[[ germinal improvement: improvements humans want to add to their
selves not only for themselves, but also for all the future generations.
[[ genomic editing: a technology that uses molecular tools to modify the
DNA inside a cell.
[[ designer baby: a baby created based on the taste and needs of the parents.
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[[ transhumanism: a cultural move-

ment that promotes the use of
science and technology to improve
human beings with a particular
emphasis on physical and cognitive
transcendence in addition to esthetical improvement.
[[ posthumanism: a philosophical
approach that studies “the ethical
implications of expanding the circle
of moral concern and extending
subjectivities beyond the human species” according to Wikipedia.
Languages typically grow following concrete to abstract patterns: the
first to appear are usually words that
denote objects, then abstractions
and so on. Word formation may
happen through prefixation and suffixation. If a new noun derives from
an adjective, this is called a deadjectival noun. The more of these traits
we find in the new words, the closer
we are to real neologism. At the
other end of the spectrum, we find

Colum n
new combinations of existing words.
The lexical universe of artificial intelligence gives us an important sign of
how deep the semantic change is by
means of words like transhumanism
and posthumanism: neologisms
representing abstractions or, in other
words, new notions and thoughts as
opposed to new things.
Consider posthumanism, for
example, a deadjectival noun formed
by adding the prefix post- and the
suffix -ism to the adjective human.
This word by itself testifies that the
field is already beyond the level
of naming objects: -ism really is
the suffix of philosophy. When
appended to a stem, it can mean
doctrine, system or method, and it
is used in terms like realism, pragmatism, rationalism, postmodernism
and so forth.
However, is artificial intelligence
already applicable to the language
industry? At the end of 2017,
ScienceMag published “Artificial
intelligence goes bilingual—without a dictionary,” an article that
looked at machine translation
from the angle of unsupervised
machine learning. Two studies
that had been presented, but not
peer reviewed at the time, showed
that “neural networks can learn
to translate with no parallel text.”
They could also use unsupervised
machine learning to build bilingual
dictionaries and translations at
the sentence level. The training
strategies were slightly different:
the first study used back translation, which we are all more or less
familiar with, whereby a sentence
in language X is translated in
language Y and then retranslated in
language X to see the differences.
The other study used a strategy
called denoising. In this case the
sentence was translated, then some
noise was added to it by removing
or rearranging words and then the
sentence was translated back in the

source language. According to the
article, the results obtained with
the studies were not very competitive, but they were still better than
word for word translation.
In the domain of education,
language learning and assistance
with languages, artificial intelligence
is starting to be used productively
in a variety of domains. Among the
others, Glossika, a linguistic company,
in its webpages states that their smart
algorithm automatically adjusts to
the learner’s level, learning speed and
schedule by using a learning-method
based on repetitions. Capiche, on the
other end, is a “new artificial intelligence and crowd-based innovation…
that aims to support refugees with a
mobile translation and search service.”
It is the first AI-system to integrate

crowd sourcing and to use the data
collected and interpreted to “enhance
the machine-learning system.” This is
what it provides: real time translation
service, initially in four languages:
German, English, Arabic and Persian;
legal review of documents on the
crowd; and other services.
As for our ideal termbase, this
time we would have to pick from
a large selection of new words and
specialized terms, but, as always,
terminologists need to be cautious
with neologisms. In short, my pick
for today are the terms artificial
intelligence (noun, full form) and its
acronym AI defined as: “An area of
computer science emphasizing the
creation of intelligent machines that
work and react like humans,” based
on Techopedia. [M]
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Community Lives
AI and the language
community
Jeannette Stewart
Jeannette Stewart is the former CEO of CommuniCare, a
translation company for life sciences. An advocate for the
language industry, she founded Translation Commons, a
nonprofit online platform facilitating community collaboration.

How does AI affect the language community? Natural language
processing (NLP) is a significant AI activity. Specifically, machine
translation (MT), speech recognition and language understanding
are all the focus of massive research and development programs
distributed throughout the enterprise and academic worlds. There
are increases in productivity due to new technologies that have
revolutionized our working lives. AI’s achievements are already
colossal and are driving global communications to dizzying heights.
Our community has been enriched by entirely new disciplines, spearheaded by engineers without whose work localization, internationalization
and globalization would remain pipe dreams. Of course, as with all change,
there has been some negative impact. Automation has altered the economics of working as language professionals. And there is the contentious
issue of human translators feeding the machine: the very machine that
threatens to make professional language skills redundant. On the one hand,
AI seems to have a well-earned place in our community, yet on the other,
its presence is perceived as a menacing threat. How exactly, then, is the
language community dealing with AI?
AI, it seems, is everywhere. Everybody’s doing it.
chat version
It therefore seems fair
to ask, is there an AI
community and are we
AI is simultaneously seen as having a
part of it? The answer, in
place in the language community, and
a word, is yes. But such
as being a threat.
a simple answer is quite
misleading.
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A disclosure: I’ve been married to
an AI researcher for many years. My
husband, it so happens, is a refugee
from the so-called AI winter of the
mid 1980s and early 1990s. This was
a period in the UK when Sir James
Lighthill published a scathing report
on basic AI research methodologies.
Coupled with a general pessimism
amid the AI pantheon of big-name
academics who were survivors of an
even earlier wave of disenchantment
with AI’s accomplishments, funding
shrank and research hit the wall.
Although new life would grow from
fallow ground, the original impetus
within the so-called AI community,
effectively in abeyance, was halted
and many highly talented people took
their skills elsewhere.
John MacLeod, my husband’s
fellow Glaswegian and fellow AI
winter victim, puts it succinctly in his
thick Glaswegian accent, “We flew
too close to the sun and ended up in
the drink wi’ Icarus and a’ the other
punters wi’ big ideas.”
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MacLeod was a huge contributor to the AI community but has
changed his professional path since
those early difficult days. He does,
however, point out that Daedalus
went on to complete his task of
building a labyrinth for King Minos
of Crete. Mission accomplished?
Perhaps, but whether on time and
on budget, the mythologists do not
divulge. MacLeod further notes that
many other ancient cultures have
parallel myths relating the dangers
of over-ambitious ideas. “AI is,” he
opines, “the biggest idea humanity
has come up with. But if you think
the ultimate goals are achievable on
a von Neumann machine crunching squillions of bits a parsecond,
prepare for your feathers to be
plucked.”
When the conversation broached
the idea of AI and science fiction
and the AI apocalypse, MacLeod just
laughs. “Where’s the engineering
evidence for the robot rebellion?” he
asks dismissively. He agrees that we
rigorously need to watch our step
ethically and must not play with
fire. He is more optimistic about
our human/computer future than
ever, but he does caution that we
can expect our ideas about what
computation can do to do somersaults. Homing in on the language
community and our rapidly-evolving
automated world, he believes that
when we move beyond conventional
computing platforms and develop
other tech based on, say, biological
architectures, we will possess synthetic communication abilities that
will truly master languages.
If there is still life in the AI of the
past, as Stewart, MacLeod and many
others staunchly maintain, where
does that put us in the present day?
I learned that there is a prevailing
notion among many thinking techies
that our present endeavors amount
to more of an alliance of different
disciplines than a coherent whole.

In simple terms, our enterprises, aka
corporate businesses, are leveraging technology like the Internet of
Things (IoT) and vacuuming up data
in volumes that even leave cosmologists mind-boggled. The numbers
are indeed beyond astronomical.
For example, Google Translate has
500+ million users a day, translating
some 150+ billion words a day.
Between Google, Facebook, Amazon
and Microsoft some 1200 petabytes
of data are currently being stored.
That’s only four of the biggest! Our
friends at Cisco maintain that we are
now in the Zettabyte Era of storage
— a zettabyte is 1021 or 1 sextillion
bytes. Even if we only work with a
small fraction of that total in our
work as language translation providers, I’m thinking we need to take a
cold, hard look at what lies ahead.
If today’s numbers fall off the edge
of the language universe, where on
earth will they be in five years’ time?
I’d say, do the math, but you need a
supercomputer for that!
Common Sense Advisory’s
(CSA Research) founder and chief
strategist, Don DePalma, recently
addressed AI in the language industry in an article entitled, “Planning
for the Onslaught of Artificial
Intelligence.” In it, DePalma does not
simply address the fears and woes
of language workers; he offers great
advice to C-Suite bigwigs. It is critical
to plan for an inevitable future where
automation is the first resort. Is this a
Brave New World we face? Well, ask
anyone in the food industry, brick
and mortar retail, or even a Tesla car
plant about robots and automation,
and you quickly discover we are playing catch up in the language industry.
This is easily explained by the fact
that natural language processing is
a very hard nut to crack with logicdriven computers.
Language processing has been
central to the AI mission since its
earliest days. We currently live at

a time when data is king. Machine
learning (ML) has propelled us
forward by astonishing leaps and
bounds. But the troubled voices of
AI researchers warn us that while
vast corpora yield fascinating and
actionable insights from data processing, insights are not necessarily
knowledge! Knowledge, the fruit of
intelligent thinking, is what we strive
to endow our brains with from birth.
As MacLeod and Stewart ask, “How
much thought goes into a translator’s daily work? Is that reflected in
MT outputs?” There are metrics, of
course, to measure quality, but these
are not hard and fast. Will our computers achieve parity with human
translated texts, as has recently been
claimed? The jury is still out.
Of course, there are as many
potential AI apps as there are smart
human activities and then some. AI
is excellent for diagnostics, prediction, problem-solving and so on. It
can be used in countless different
fields of endeavor from life sciences
to finance to NLP. AI has as diverse a
range of applications as our intelligence can devise.
Stewart helped me understand the
kind of problems AI seeks to tackle
with a simple analogy. He’s a Sudoku
freak, so he pointed to a fresh puzzle
on his desk. “Here we have a regular
space containing a few clues,” he tells
me as he points to the given starting
numbers in the grid. “Our task is to
use these numbers to work out what
numbers go in the blank spaces. We
do this by applying thought and use
a process of elimination to decide
with certainty what the solution is.
ML can be trained to do tasks like
this. In fact, it can achieve much
more complex tasks these days. But
it’s not thinking that does the trick.
It’s number crunching.” He mentions
the anguish of chess master Gary
Kasparov and Go world champion
Lee Sedol as IBM’s Deep Blue and
Google’s AlphaGo respectively
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triumphed over them. These truly
deep thinkers were stymied by the
tech juggernaut. DePalma’s view
is that we better get ready for a
lot more Deep Blue and AlphaGo
moments. We can’t put the genie
back in the bottle, but if we use our
wishes wisely, we will adapt and
survive. There may be plenty of
AI pessimists out there, but those
who spend their lives working on
developing the big ideas are genuinely optimistic about our future
as “post-sapiens,” as Stewart and
MacLeod describe us.
But let’s pause for a moment
before we get too carried away. AI
can learn a salutary lesson from
NASA and the James Webb Space
Telescope (JWST). The NASA
website declares that, “opportunities for collaboration will highlight
our common interests and provide
a global sense of community.” They
certainly have made awesome
contributions to progress with
the Apollo program, the Mars
missions, the ISS and countless
other projects. But the JWST has
been something of a nightmare
as its schedule has slipped and

costs have mushroomed. The
project was launched before all the
technology needed even existed! In
other words, the need for invention
was built into it from the get-go.
Was this a wise move? Given that
innovation does not always hit the
bulls eye the first time, the cost
of fixing problems and the time
involved has badly impacted its
achievable goals.
So, is there an AI community
in 2018? It seems that saying yes
involves a genuine attempt to link
academia with business, justifying
expensive work on some very
futuristic-sounding ideas.
However, I had a recent conversation with Francis Tsang, head of
international engineering at LinkedIn,
who has a solid grasp on AI’s current
status in our industry.
Tsang believes that perhaps there
is no AI community because there
is no clearly marked AI industry. AI
in its full capacity is a way of life that
we will all need to embrace in order
to fulfill its massive potential. AI has
been creeping into our everyday lives
as human beings and into our work.
When it comes to companies, those

with their vision well focused on the
future have already understood that
currently data is the enabler of many
AI applications. AI does not replace
but rather it enhances all human
activities. The more we use AI in
our daily lives the more we accept
our partnership with the machine.
As we move forward, applying AI to
our activities will become a skill that
will enhance our lives and make us
considerably more efficient across
the board.
All communities face change and
sometimes those changes can be
far-reaching and have transforming effects. Research analysts like
DePalma effectively warn us not to
be caught out like lumbering dinosaurs. I strongly advocate that we in
the language community embrace
AI and make a strenuous effort to
bring members of what passes at
present for the AI community and
bring them on board. As the pace of
technological change gathers more
and more momentum, we need to
innovate processes, services and
abilities that will give multilingualism
its rightful place in our globallynetworked world. [M]
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Perspectives
The future of localization in India
and other emerging markets
Devaki Datar-Kunte
Devaki Datar-Kunte has run the family business, Languages
Services Bureau, established in 1979 by Madhuri Datar, for
the last 16 years.

The advances in information and communication technology
have contributed to the formulation of a global business context, though one of the most fundamental trade barriers still
exists: language. That’s why it is important to not only localize
your products and services into the target market’s language,
but also understand the customs, culture and sensitivities to
ensure the product is a success in that market.

“Content is king,” they say…but of what use is it if it’s in a language one
does not understand? Businesses have long ignored the language impact of
their communication!
Africa is something of a last frontier in this regard — there is high
language diversity here, though Arabic, French, Portuguese and English
are supposedly widely known due to past colonization. It is home to onethird of the world’s 6,000 languages. Swahili is the most spoken language,
followed by Amharic, Yoruba, Oromo and Hausa. What’s more, seven of
the ten fastest growing economies are in Africa, beating even the Asian
tigers in growth rates — so this is a market a business can’t afford to miss!
Asia, especially India, will be the global growth engine for various
industries, thanks to its growing consumer power and internet penetration in the remotest corners. India is a densely multilingual country.
Despite having 30 languages spoken by more than a million native speakers each, and over 1,600 dialects, it is still considered an English-speaking
country. However, roughly 10-13% of the population understands English.
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In the case of Hindi, only half of the
Indian population can understand it.
A recent survey by KPMG about
Indian language internet users has
brought to light eye-opening data
about the usages and preferences
of these new users when it comes
to language support. By 2021, it is
predicted that the number of Indian
language internauts will be thrice
as compared to English language
internet users, and will constitute
75% of India’s internet users.
It is therefore a myth that English
will be all pervasive, or Hindi will help
you communicate with your target
customers. A consumer is more likely
to buy a product or service when communicated to in his or her language,
as proven by many surveys the world
over. In a survey of App Annie, it
was found that users in most Asian
countries prefer to download and buy
apps localized in their language. On
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the same lines, according to the
KPMG survey, 88% of Indian language internauts are more likely to
respond to an Indian language ad.
After having saturated markets in
the Tier 1 cities of the country, businesses are already looking at the Tier
2 and Tier 3 cities, as well as the villages of India, for untapped markets.
The rural internet users, in fact, have
a higher engagement level than their
urban counterparts. However, most
of them state limited language support as a major challenge for accessing various online apps and sites.
Local language enablement
is therefore imperative for
the following categories:
[[ E-tailing
[[ Online government services
(fastest growing category)
[[ Digital payments
[[ Digital news
[[ Digital classifieds
[[ Digital entertainment
[[ Chat apps
[[ Social media platforms
[[ Apps
[[ Video content
Translation and localization as
an integral business practice proves

to be an essential corporate strategy
to succeed in today’s market.
End-to-end localization enablement
is a critical requirement. Take, for
example, a user who clicks on a
local language ad and lands on a
page in a different language. Or
perhaps the user finds that some
images on the website are in a
different language. This internaut
is bound to be disgruntled!
Every business stage, right from
discovery R payment R fulfillment
R after sales service, needs thorough
localization, not only in terms of
content, but also in terms of images,
audio and video, currencies, timing,
measurement units, color schemes,
political correctness and geographical boundaries, just to name a few.
Though machine translation is
the current buzz for the language
industry, it is still in a nascent stage
for all Indian languages. Partnering
with a professional language company is therefore imperative to be
able to speak locally to your clients.
When companies write their
corporate content or localize it, it
is crucial to have a language service
provider to guide them with their

insights on cultural sensitization,
content optimization, geo-political
sensitivities, various scripts of
the same language, locale-specific
terminology and so on. During our
40 years of business experience
in the industry, we have seen
businesses facing entry barriers
due to lack of localization of
product or service information.
Sometimes companies have
tight budgets for localization,
whereas marketing enjoys wealthy
budgets. They fail to understand
that localization is critical to
marketing, in an international and
local frame of reference. Unfortunately, such businesses don’t
even have their marketing and
commercial material or website
ready for the target market!
On the other hand, in an actual
business case, one of our clients saw
a 40% rise in enquiries after multilingual localization of their website.
Only those businesses that convert
this tremendous opportunity in
India and other such roaring markets with the help of localization can
hope to stand their ground in times
of disruptive business trends. [M]
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Applying AI to NT, MT and Beyond
By Aleš Tamchyna, Memsource AI Engineer
In the translation industry, the disruptive effect of AI is not
yet apparent. Machine learning/AI has traditionally been
associated with one feature: machine translation (MT). It is
true that with the recent advancements in neural MT, the
output quality is inching closer to human translation.
However, neural MT still makes serious mistakes and its
quality can be upset by more complex sentences. More
importantly, professional translation has different standards than simply passing for human translation; translations might require a specific style, consistent terminology,
coherence across sentences and paragraphs, etc.
But a translator’s goal is to convey the original meaning as
closely as possible. They have to carefully navigate ambiguity and craft wording that best reflects the emphasis in the
original text, ensuring that there can be no confusion about
the meaning. Consider the severity of mistakes within legal
texts or medical records; in marketing, a good translation
can be the difference between a successful campaign and
an international embarrassment. It’s clear that MT is not
going to replace human translation anytime soon, if ever.
With this in mind, we have focused on applying AI to
enhance the translation process for all involved.

Non-translatables
We first took a step back and looked at the process as a
whole. Our goal is to find equally novel and efficient ways
of applying AI.
Of course, in translation, the exact workflow varies
greatly from company to company and each role is very
different. Despite the complexity, we can identify some
common subtasks that are rather repetitive and could be
automated or at least simplified.
Our first AI-powered feature can serve as an example. We developed a system for automatic detection of
non-translatable segments.
Since the feature is powered by AI, it is not limited to a
fixed set of “types” which can be covered by rules or regular
expressions. The system learns from data to recognize which

segments can be left without any changes. Some of them are
very simple (numbers, email addresses) but others can be
quite difficult to detect — consider the case of “Madrid” not
requiring a translation into Czech (where the same spelling
is used), or the snippets of software documentation.
Our customers report significant savings thanks to this
feature (read Semantix’s findings on our blog). Being
able to offer a competitive price up front and saving
overall costs is important. But the feature is beneficial
for translators as well: segments that do not require their
attention do not waste their time, thereby allowing them
to focus on the more interesting cases.
This approach fits into our overall goal of automating
tasks that are tedious and repetitive. If a task can be fully
automated by AI, it is probably not enjoyable or interesting for humans to work on in the first place — their time
and effort is better spent focusing on the hard cases and
creative solutions.
Detection of non-translatables works with a high precision and is designed to minimize the number of false
positives (marking a regular sentence as a non-translatable is a major problem). Still, user adoption of such
a feature can be a complicated process and we expect
this to be the case for most AI-based systems. Any error
made by the AI has a very negative effect on users’ trust.
The fact that models based on deep neural networks
are hard to interpret makes matters worse. When a
user asks why the AI makes a seemingly random error,
even the AI developers may not be able to explain the
behavior. Yet deep learning often outperforms previous
approaches by such a large margin that even the model
opacity can be a reasonable trade-off.

Machine translation
While translation memory greatly helps to minimize the
monotony of translation by allowing translators to reuse
translations of similar segments from the past, not every
project has a suitable translation memory to start with.
Moreover, even segments with a good TM match can be
dull and time-consuming to translate.
We believe that in such situations, MT can greatly help.
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Sentences that are quite short, unambiguous and stylistically simple can often be translated perfectly using
MT. However, it can be tiresome and difficult to identify such good outputs in a whole document. Translators have to go through lots of low-quality translations
only to find the small percentage of cases where MT
actually helps them. That is why we are introducing an
MT quality estimation feature (QE) which automatically detects perfect and near-perfect MT outputs with
a high accuracy.
For machine translation output that is scored as perfect, project managers may decide that no post-editing
is required and confirm those segments automatically.
This can reduce the volume of text for post-editing by
several percent. Being able to identify how well an MT
engine can pre-translate a project can also help project

Figure 2. Percentages of segments covered by NT and MTQE.

Besides this goal, giving hints to translators about MT
quality can make them more productive with respect
to MT post-editing. Our hope is that besides increased
efficiency, MTQE will also make translation more enjoyable. MTQE labels will aid translators in deciding which
segments to post-edit or which might be more easily
translated from scratch.

Beyond

Figure 1. Percentage of words covered by NT and MTQE.

managers better estimate the cost of the post-editing
and offer a more competitive price for the translation.
The MTQE scores can also help when deciding whether
to use MT for a particular project.
For enterprises, this feature could mean reduced translation costs, a faster turnaround for translations and even
higher translation consistency, as translators will be
encouraged to use MT outputs only with slight changes.

The translation process is equally about translation
management, which requires significant time and
effort. Whenever a new project comes in, a project
manager has to make a number of decisions, such as:
which translation memories to use, which translators
are the most suitable for the project, are there any relevant termbases and so on.
They must also consider several factors, such as project
metadata (customer, domain) and the content of the
documents. Using AI, it is possible to profile the content and potentially recommend (or even automatically
assign) translation memories, translators and termbases
to projects. As with the previous scenarios, the aim is to
automate repetitive parts of the project managers’ work
and allow them to focus on the tasks that require their
expertise. Which we are beginning to explore, but we’ll
leave that for next time.

About Memsource
Memsource is the translation management system for global companies wanting to improve localization
efficiency. 400+ languages, 50+ file types, 25+ MT engines, REST API and patented AI make Memsource
the TMS used by many of the world’s leading brands to reduce costs, automate workflows, and optimize
the entire translation process. www.memsource.com
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AI’s role in project
management

Hélène Pielmeier is a highly accomplished language services industry
executive. Her specialties include project and vendor management,
quality process development and improvement, and sales strategy
and execution. As an analyst, she provides research and advisory
services for CSA Research's language service provider platform.
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Automation has come a long way, leading

now to its most advanced and buzzworthy state:
AI. AI refers to technologies that learn from
training data and experience to perform tasks
that would otherwise require human intelligence. When applied to a project manager’s
(PM) job, automation enables “lights-out” project management, in which software handles the
project from quoting to invoicing without the
need for human interaction. Over the last few
years, a growing number of language service
providers (LSPs) operate with business models
that are fully or partially automation-driven.

Three levels of automation
AI exists at the end of a continuum running from
simple trigger-based automation, through more robust
rule-driven expert systems to big data-driven applications that learn from observing projects.
At the beginning, we find rule-based systems that
deliver basic automation for configured workflows. LSPs
preload price sheets, workflows and stakeholders in the
system and enable it to execute the project plan based
on clear rules. For example, when a given client sends a
project in Spanish, the software automatically runs the
files against that client’s translation memory, produces
the quote, and sends the pre-translated file to a preassigned translator for that language pair. However, if the
system encounters an undefined situation, such as a new
customer or new language for a client, the preconfigured
workflow stops and calls for human intervention.
The next level of automation includes expert systems
that go a step beyond preloading data for each scenario.
Instead, they apply complex rules to quote rates and
turnaround times, choose workflows and select vendors
based on project specifications. In this touchless environment, human intervention occurs when the system flags
a need for it. For example, the software may discover a
shortage of vendor options that can handle the work in
the assigned turnaround time.
At the end comes AI with machine learning. As systems
move beyond rules, they learn on their own by analyzing
data in the absence of explicit direction. For example, an
AI-driven system can predict timelines based on actual
translator performance for specific types of content. It
flags the odds of a translation passing a preset quality
threshold based on analysis of events such as whether
the linguist opened a provided glossary. It can also draw
previously unanticipated conclusions from escalations
to improve the handling of similar cases in the future.

Advances in project management AI
AI can apply to every aspect of project management
from vendor selection to timeline calculations, detecting
the need to apply rush fees or to special preferences from
a client that require a process adjustment.
Business models now exist that are entirely centered
around automation where there are no project managers
or the few ones on staff have a modified role. So imagine
what AI can do on top of that.
Admittedly, right now, AI for language project management is not one big monolithic approach to projects but
rather a series of automations to either replace or amplify
the skills of humans one micro-process at a time. Full project automation remains rule-based for now in intelligent
systems.
Yet while we’re only seeing the tip of the iceberg in
terms of pure AI, we expect a complete explosion in this
area as LSPs start investing more in cost-saving technology and as tech vendors beef up the AI capabilities in their
translation management systems (TMSs).

The readiness to adopt automation
For LSPs to adopt AI, they first need to be open to rulebased automation. In a survey with 324 heads of project
management teams at LSPs, respondents told us about the
degree of automation used on projects. Note that we asked
for actual and not wishful practices.
A low-tech approach dominates. We found that 31% of
respondents have PMs who coordinate everything personally.
Another 38% rely on automation only to streamline communication and file transfer — a common feature of TMSs.
Other automation adoption remains low. Numbers may
seem negligible with just 7% that strive to push all basic jobs to
fully automated processes and 4% that use some level of artificial intelligence. Full automation is still in the early adopter
phase. Those LSPs with higher levels of automation — particularly on basic jobs — can process jobs faster, cheaper and
more profitably. We also expect the balance in this graphic to
shift over time to include much more automation.

The impact of AI on project managers
Even the most sophisticated lights-out systems we’ve
observed retain some human-centered elements. For
example, if LSPs can handle projects from A to Z with
their AI, then vendor managers can focus on the relationship with suppliers, and account managers can invest
more effort in developing client strategies.
AI in project management is bound to trigger a complete revolution in the long-held and prevalent beliefs of
the language services industry. While executives may be
tempted to resist the push for automation out of fear of
the unknown or lack of technology expertise, automating
November/December 2018
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PM processes becomes even more
urgent for LSPs than adding AI via
neural machine translation. CSA
Research contends that the benefits
it delivers in eliminating unnecessary manual touches will allow
companies to redeploy its human
assets to more valuable tasks. As the
technology improves, all providers
should review their operations to
learn where they could best take
advantage of automation in general
and AI in particular.
Of course, AI makes the language
industry anxious. Even after LSPs switch
to heavily automated business models,
there will still be people involved. Some
LSPs will take advantage of the changes,
others won’t, this is no different than
what we’ve been seeing for the last 30
years. There is risk, and work to be
done, but the sky is not falling. [M]
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Translation does not meet the requirements of the customer.
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How AI is changing
the future of translation
management

Rob Vandenberg

Rob Vandenberg is president and CEO of Lingotek. Prior to being named president in 2008, he served as the company’s vice president of sales and marketing.

Programs using machine learning can be faster,

more accurate and less expensive when compared
to the time and effort required by humans to do
the same work. Machines and software systems
that can “learn” and optimize efficiency are attractive tools for businesses everywhere, and the
translation and localization industry is reaping
the benefits of AI. Translation technology companies are now using AI-based rules engines to
change the future of translation management by
increasing the automation of workflows, vendor
management and quality evaluation. There are a
number of localization features that are possible
with current and emerging AI technology.

Making translation workflows more agile

Translation technology can use AI in a few different
ways to overcome the many challenges to translation
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workflows. Projects that take too long to get started, have
too many manual processes and use multiple vendors all
add complexity to the situation.
In theory, a workflow prediction engine can predict the
appropriate workflow for newly-imported content. AIenabled workflows can determine which combination of
machine and human resources is best to optimize quality
and accuracy. These intelligent workflows include phase
automation, dynamic scheduling and active monitoring.
Specifically, it is possible to do the following:
Phase automation: Phase automation determines
which combination of machine and human resources is
best to optimize quality and accuracy. It automatically
selects and configures workflow phases based on document metadata (content type, campaign), due dates and
other client-specific business intelligence.
Phase selection: After uploading a document, the
dynamic workflow management engine automates the
selection and configuration of each workflow step. Project

Focus
task duration is calculated by subtracting the requested due date from
the job submission date. The system
then intelligently builds the appropriate workflow to meet the project
due date without sacrificing quality.
The system learns which workflow
steps are mandatory versus which are
nice to have. Client-specific business
logic determines which phases will
require more or less time to translate.
In addition, metadata informs which
phases can be excluded in order to
meet the project deadline.
Phase configuration: Metadata
not only drives phase selection, but
also phase configuration, including
automatic configuration of translation
memory (TM) leverage (sequencing
/prioritization or penalization), due
dates, phase rules and assignments
and more.
Dynamic scheduling: Dynamic
scheduling calculates due dates for
each phase of the workflow based on
the time available to complete each
step in the workflow. The algorithm
gathers metadata such as due date,
department, word count, content type
and author, and then makes a prediction using its machine learning to auto-

matically create the optimal workflow.
It will take into consideration which
language service providers (LSPs)
are available, their content value, the
translation levels — standard machine
translation (MT), MT + post-editing,
or something more curated — based on
content type. It automatically assigns
the appropriate teams or individuals
based on content type and language.
It also auto-calculates phase due dates
and makes auto-assignments based on
defined business logic.
Automatic assignment of staffing and resourcing: Phase automation includes using AI-driven
processing so that staffing and
resources are automatically assigned
to vendors based on document
metadata, target languages and job
type. Vendor assignments can be
individual or team-based, allowing
any team-based assignments to be
checked out by vendors, so that the
project manager doesn’t have to
manage vendor availability.
Active monitoring and alerts for
projects that are at risk, late or past
due: AI-based active monitoring recognizes how much content needs to
be translated and can make on-the-

fly adjustments to meet necessary
deadlines. It reduces the need for
routine, automated tasks, so project
managers can perform tasks that are
more valuable to the organization,
like problem solving, responding to
urgent issues or focusing on exception management.
Active monitoring identifies
which steps can be added, skipped or
canceled to meet the desired deadlines. As a part of dynamic workflow
management, the software can autocancel a nonmandatory phase that is
past due.
If a workflow phase is in danger of
missing its due date, its status could
be set to “at risk” so project managers and assignees can see the status
and take action. If an incomplete
workflow phase misses its due date,
its status is set to “past due.” Upon
completion, a phase with a status of
“past due” will be set to a “late” status.
AI is bringing more flexibility and
scalability to translation workflows
by reducing the number of manual
processes and reducing project turnaround times. It also allows project
managers to increase translation
speed without sacrificing quality.
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Automating vendor
management
Language services vendor management is a complex management
task. It requires vetting multiple
LSPs, requesting multiple bids and
comparing different rate structures.
It can include literally hundreds of
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projects that all require monitoring
and managing to ensure on-time
delivery. Adding to the complexity,
LSPs typically use several different
computer-assisted translation (CAT)
tools and maintain multiple linguistic
assets in various offline locations.
Translation software can bring AIdriven automation and multilingual
business intelligence to translation
management. The entire process
for managing vendors — vendor
selection, tracking costs and spending, vendor performance — can be
easier and more automated with
AI algorithms. With enough data,
organizations can easily and repeatedly select vendors that provide the
highest translation quality and that
consistently deliver jobs on time. The
features that are possible with this
technology are these:
Integrated and automated vendor selection: AI-driven vendor management simplifies and consolidates
the process for requesting quotes,
setting rates and pricing, choosing
vendors, managing deadlines, tracking spending and measuring translator quality and performance. This can
give project managers insight into
how to better manage workloads and
resources for maximum throughput.
Centralized tracking of rates:
Smart software can also automate
many of the steps required for creating a purchase order and closely
tracks translation spending. It can
also track the leveraging of TMs to
gauge the efficient reuse of linguistic
assets across the enterprise.
Automatic cost calculation: AIbased vendor management includes
auto-calculation of costs even when
specific jobs have been skipped or
canceled. A project manager can
manually skip or cancel a phase, target
or entire document. With active monitoring, jobs can also be auto-skipped
or auto-canceled in order to ensure
on-time delivery. When this happens,
the AI-driven vendor management

system is able to proactively alert
vendors of the skipped or canceled
job, ensure that additional work cannot be performed on those skipped or
canceled jobs, and then automatically
calculate the the costs for the work
that was completed before the job was
canceled. This makes invoicing easier,
as project managers and vendor managers no longer have to worry about
notifying vendors of changes made
to the project midstream, or figuring
out how much work was done after
the fact in order to manually calculate
their costs.

Monitoring translation quality
Monitoring translation quality
requires time, effort and a great
degree of localization expertise.
Even the most globalization-savvy
enterprises with internal localization departments and dedicated
quality managers still may resort to
spreadsheets and labor-intensive
manual processes to evaluate linguistic quality. There haven’t been many
good tools on the market for creating
quality programs at scale. However,
new quality management apps can
use quality data and machine learning throughout the entire translation
process in order to bring machine
learning to questions of quality:
Real-time application of quality standards: A linguistic quality
evaluation app can evaluate quality
using a model of predefined values,
parameters and scoring based on
representative sampling. It gives
project managers or quality managers
the ability to automate application of
their preferred quality program — an
industry standard such as DQF or a
customized quality program — to
meet their exact needs. An AI-driven
quality app creates a foundation
for trigger-based automation, ruledriven systems and data collection.
Flexible scoring by content type:
Not all content requires the same
quality level. AI-based scoring knows
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that a discussion forum or blog post
will not need the level of review that
a legal document or customer-facing
brochure might require. Flexible
and dynamic scoring enabled by an
algorithm can set up scorecards automatically depending on content type.
Identification of error types
and severity levels: Error codes and
scoring algorithms determine how
to score and identify error types.
Thus, project managers gain insight
into translation accuracy, spelling,
instances of overtransalation and
undertranslation. It differentiates
severity of the translation error by
adding a numerical multiplier, ranking severity levels from 1-4 or by any
method they choose.
Standardized word count algorithm: An algorithm for establishing
a standardized word count creates a
baseline for comparing quality scores
among documents of different sizes
for an apples-to-apples comparison.
This displays quality scores and
grades across documents of varying
sizes.
Programmatic language quality assurance: Some translation
management system workbenches
include
programmatic
quality
checks, systematic quality checks
that catch errors such as missing format tags, missing terms, punctuation
differences, malformed or missing IP
addresses, as well as email addresses.
It can detect hundreds of error types,

allowing linguists to quickly navigate to the error, review and correct
potential quality issues before delivering the completed translation.
Analysis of translation quality
over time: Quality apps can also
collect data so managers can filter by
quality scores for all documents in
a project to see only those failing to
meet the assigned quality standard. It
can be used to analyze trends, view
quality scores over time by project
and by locale, for all targets. This
allows identification of the most
common mistakes. Pie charts can
display the number of quality issues
in each category such as terminology,
style, language and accuracy. It gathers objective data for insights into
improving quality delivery.
LSPs can now handle workflows,
vendor management and quality
evaluation all with AI-based technology. As a result, managers can focus
on customer relationships and invest
more time in business development
strategies. These types of activities
leave the mundane to the machine
and those requiring a human touch
to the vendor managers.
Using AI will trigger a revolution
in the way the language services
industry manages translation. But
the benefits gained by automating,
collecting data and assigning tasks
based on specific criteria is worth
entering this brave new world of AIbased translation management. [M]

Join us at the Chautauqua for in-depth
focus on translation technology:
Learn from experienced practitioners
Gain understanding of how technology
works
Explore industry dynamics from client
and provider perspectives
Question innovative ideas with your
peers
Network with like-minded industry
colleagues
Who attends?
Customer-side participants are active
users of technology or interested buyers.
Representatives from technology providers
are solution specialists or technical support
personnel.
Who moderates?
The six sessions are moderated by members
of our Advisory Board. All are industry
veterans.
Who talks?
You do! The moderators’ job is to facilitate
discussion among the attendees. Topics will
be introduced with very short presentations,
then an open discussion follows. Everyone is
encouraged to speak up.
Agenda
Five sessions are pre-planned. Participants
decide topics for the sixth session onsite.
Technology providers may give short demos
at the end of each day.
Select Round Tables on our website for more
information and to register.
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Tips for building an
internal AI team

Myra Goldie
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Myra Goldie was born, raised, educated and employed in Iowa for
the first 24 years of her life. Then one day she traded in her job as
a food writer for Better Homes and Gardens and Recipe.com for a
life in Prague, where she's been ever since. She currently works as
Memsource's head of marketing.
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If

this month’s MultiLingual theme isn’t
enough of a sign, the translation industry is engulfed
in the buzz of AI. We’re told this new technology is
capable of disrupting everything about the way we
work and live, and anyone not already considering
how to integrate it is already behind. Companies
around the world are scrambling to apply both the
competitive edge and the buzzword to their business model — and you’re probably one of them,
considering you’re here, reading this article.
The road to building an internal AI team isn’t as treacherous as you might think, says Dalibor Frívaldský, who
built Memsource’s AI department from the ground up.
Everything can be summarized into a few simple dos
— and equally important — don’ts.

Do focus primarily on your client’s pain points. Unless
you’re using the technology to make someone’s life better,
it will have a hard time moving beyond a buzzword. With
this in mind, dive into your company data to identify logical use cases. In Memsource’s case, dozens of concepts
were pitched before the perfect crossroads of user experience and existing data was identified. The team found

You don’t even need to know exactly
how you plan to apply AI before you
begin the hiring process, but you
should at least be exploring the
problems you can realistically solve.

Consider
Yes, the thought of having an in-house AI team is
exciting, but it’s not necessarily the best business decision for all companies. Make sure you’re all in before
taking the first steps.
Do put a lot of time and thought into whether this is
really the right decision.
If cost and speed are your priority, it may be better to
outsource. If you’re willing to invest both of those things,
however, now is the best time to begin. The market for
capable engineers and the race to implementing AI is
only going to grow more competitive, and an in-house
team makes more sense when evaluating long-term ROI
if you’re willing to wait.
Don’t go into this without the proper support. This process will take a lot of work so it’s key to have the right people
and conversations to ensure things go well. Assemble a team
and make sure there is at least one person who explores the
technology themselves. It’s vital to have an understanding
of the technology before attempting to integrate it into your
product, Frívaldský said. A quick Google search will reveal
numerous courses on AI that can serve as your catalyst.
Frívaldský recommends Andrew Ng’s class, “Introduction
to Machine Learning,” to create a neural network capable
of identifying images of cats. “And of course following the
topic closely on whichever media suits you,” he suggested.
The courses, combined with technology blogs, YouTube
and Science Magazine provided him with enough of a
knowledge base to find success in building a team.

Examine
Perhaps the most time consuming and definitely the
most critical, where you choose to utilize AI will make all
the difference.

that nontranslatables made up 14% of segments and 4%
of content, and while nontranslatables is certainly not
a novel concept, the application of AI to increase their
detection is. Try to identify your own crossroads.
Don’t build AI for the sake of having AI. Approaching AI
as a technical function alone runs the risk of falling victim
to your own imagination, warned Frívaldský. Don’t get
stuck on coming up with one big innovation — the sum of
many smaller functions can still make a big difference to
the user experience. Improving your existing product is the
end goal. “That’s what AI is: a tool to make existing systems
more efficient and accurate. You can’t pinpoint those areas
of improvement if there is no existing system,“ he said.
You don’t even need to know exactly how you plan
to apply AI before you begin the hiring process, but you
should at least be exploring the problems you can realistically solve.

Hire
We’re in a hot market and building a highly specialized
team is a hefty time investment. It’s going to take more
than simply posting a job opening for an AI engineer.
Do recruit from academic institutions. Presenting at conferences and in related classes and developing relationships
with institutions will go a long way. That’s how Memsource
brought their first AI engineer, Aleš Tamchyna, on board.
Don’t get distracted by someone who is savvy with the
highly technical jargon. Make sure that the person you’re
hiring is capable of putting their words into practice.
Frívaldský suggested issuing applicants a small AI or
machine learning project as part of the application process, to be absolutely certain of their skills.
November/December 2018
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Medical Translations

MediLingua is one of Europe’s few companies
specializing in medical translation. We provide
all European languages and the major
languages of Asia and Africa as well as the usual
translation-related services.
Our 450-plus translators have a combined
medical and language background.

Your go-to Asian experts
HeterMedia Services Ltd. is an award-winning
provider of professional language solutions
based in Hong Kong and has an excellent track
record working with listed companies and
multinational corporations.

We work for manufacturers of medical devices,
instruments, in-vitro diagnostics and software;
pharmaceutical companies; medical publishers;
national and international medical organizations; and medical journals.

With the company’s well-qualified team of
content creators and its proactive pursuit in the
latest CAT technologies, the company provides
its clients with reliable language solutions
including translation and copywriting services
in more than 70 languages, suiting your
localization needs.

MediLingua BV

HeterMedia Services Ltd.

Call or email Simon Andriesen or visit our
website for more information.

Leiden, The Netherlands
simon.andriesen@medilingua.com
www.medilingua.com

Industry-focused Language Solutions
Ciklopea is a leading provider of language
solutions for the life sciences, IT and software
and technology and manufacturing industries.
With 15 years of experience, three production
offices – in Slovenia, Croatia and Serbia – and a
wide network of experts, Ciklopea delivers top
language services in more than 30 languages.

Hong Kong • Beijing
translation@hetermedia.com
www.hetermedia.com

“Rather than focusing on getting the best performance
from the project, look at the level of understanding the
applicant shows as well as their code culture. Implementing some article goes a long way here, as the ability to work
with state-of-the-art technology will be crucial down the
line. Being able to understand AI articles and reproduce
the results is an invaluable skill,” he said.

Build
Is this the part where we dive into building industrydisrupting innovation? Well, not quite.
Do manage your expectations. AI is very different from
standard development in one particular area — there’s
no way of knowing if something is going to work or not
until you actually try it. It is very exploratory; setbacks
and failed attempts will happen and in fact will be quite
common.
Not every exploration will be a success, but it will be
one step closer to it. AI requires patience and a positive
attitude.
Don’t try to reinvent the wheel. AI is new and exciting technology, but that doesn’t mean you have to dream
up an entirely new process to implement it. Begin with
an existing solution to a problem and consider how to
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Celebrating innovation,
progress and dedication

Ciklopea d.o.o.

Ljubljana • Zagreb • Belgrade
info@ciklopea.com
www.ciklopea.com

further improve that solution. Following your intuition
is a perfectly acceptable place to start, but don’t move
forward until you’re sure the data proves you right.
Begin small and work your way up. Only after developing a better understanding will you be able to attempt new
or previously unsolvable problems.

Train
Whether it’s your AI team or the AI itself, there’s always
something new to learn.
Do maintain your data. In order to improve your AI’s
capabilities, it needs to be fed high-quality, fresh and as
close to real-time data as possible. Companies that prioritize this will quickly outpace the rest.
Don’t ever stop learning. Provide your AI and yourself
new information as often as possible in order to grow
and remain relevant in the exponential advancement
of technology, as there will always be something new.
“You never know when someone is going to publish an
article that shatters the current state-of-the-art,” said
Frívaldský. He sees this, however, as just another step
in the evolution of technology. “That’s just the way this
field works. It’s nothing to fear. It’s exactly what makes it
exciting.” [M]
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Profiling giraffes
and reindeer
and other practical uses for AI outside of machine translation

Jim Compton is a program manager in the Technology Group at RWS
Moravia and 20+ year veteran of the localization and globalization industry.
His formal education is in journalism, and his hobbies include playing Minecraft and writing/performing 8-bit rock music. He lives in Denver, Colorado..

Jim Compton
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t the 2018 Globalization and Localization
Association (GALA) conference in Boston, I
was part of the “Rise of Big Data in Localization”
panel. It was an interactive session intended to
spark discussions about how big data, machine
learning and AI trends are shaping the globalization and localization industry.
It’s a broad subject that I encounter a lot at industry conferences, often in the form of the “Will AI replace humans?”
debate. Our GALA panel wanted to take a slightly different
approach. We wanted to ask the audience some provocative, open-ended, yet ultimately personal questions about
their take on big data and AI.
Those interested in the subject tend to fall into a few different categories. There are those who are suspicious and fearful
of AI; those who directly develop the technology; and those
who are optimistic about its potential and keen to maximize
its practical use, even if they’re not entirely sure what that
looks like. They’re seeking those “killer applications” of AI
that are both relevant to their business and obtainable.
As part of the third group, I have an interest in learning
as much as I can from the practical experience of others.
And I believe that there’s a lot that the globalization and
localization industry can gain by sharing ideas, challenges
and experiences. The question is: how can we use AI to
solve practical problems and improve how we work?
Here I’ll pose to you the same questions that I asked the
folks at GALA Boston, as well as share some of my own
ideas. My hope is that we can routinely have these kinds of
discussions about AI, and that through such “shop talk” we
can standardize its use and maximize its benefit throughout
our industry.
Incidentally, making good use of AI has always been
part of the globalization and localization industry’s culture.
Even excluding machine translation, which has been used
on projects since the 1960s, we’ve been using translation
memory, concordance searching, terminology recognition,
optical character recognition (OCR), quality assurance
checking and other applications of AI for some time.
Continuing to take positive advantage of AI technology
is our prerogative.

Provocative questions
I posed two questions to the GALA audience: one that
I wrote myself, and the other I stole from a vintage IBM
advertisement for a punch card calculator.
The first was, “What are the killer applications of artificial
intelligence for us?” (with “us” being deliberately open to
interpretation). The second was, “What would you do with
150 extra engineers?” I find the latter question to be timely,
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Figure 1: A 1951 ad for the IBM Electronic Calculator.

both in general and in the context of the globalization and
localization industry — especially if you expand the question to include translators, project managers, copywriters,
solution architects, account managers and other roles that
depend on finite supplies of human expertise. You could
alternatively ask, “What would you do if human resource
limitations didn’t exist?”
I wasn’t around in 1951, but I can imagine reading this ad
(Figure 1) and being inspired to brainstorm about the future.
I like this type of “what if” question because it forces you to
decouple the task of deciding what you’d like to accomplish
from the task of figuring out how to make it happen. The latter
shouldn’t overly influence the former. This is especially true
when talking about applying computer technology to problem solving — it can execute in microseconds what it takes
humans minutes to do. Through the application of technology, ideas can and routinely do go from fantasy to reality.
In 1951, IBM delivered pure computational firepower
with their room-sized punch-card machines. Today, artificial intelligence offers more complex and nuanced capabilities that go beyond number crunching. With AI, we can
reasonably expect that not only engineers, but all globalization and localization roles could potentially experience a
150-fold growth in efficiency.
So, 67 years later, it’s time for us to ask ourselves this
question again.
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The globalization and localization industry has a profoundly important mandate: to remove language barriers
that impede world progress. We’ve made impressive strides
since 1951, but with the continued shrinking of the world,
the rise of digital communication and other global megatrends, it’s become a harder problem to solve.
Can advances in AI capability help us solve these big
challenges? Obviously, machine translation (MT) will play
a huge role, but what else?
Someone in the audience asked me, “What do you think
the killer applications for AI in our industry are?” So, I’ll
share my thoughts here.

What would Jim do with
150 extra engineers?
I don’t take the question too literally; I see it as a metaphor for the automation of complex human tasks.
I start my brainstorming by drawing inspiration from my
own professional experience — especially pain suffered, or
instances where I’ve been face-to-face with situations that
seemed hard to resolve. When do I remember recognizing
something wasteful, or having to accept a compromise on a
solution because of some human-based limitation?
Here are a few real-world examples of painful experiences from my last twenty-plus years at various globalization and localization companies:
1. Valuable transactional data lives in a set of folders that
gets archived after the completion of a project, never to be
seen again. When similar projects are executed later, the
same lessons have to be learned again and again.
2. A client gets frustrated because a price estimate that
was quoted to them for a project seems inconsistent with

the price that was previously quoted for a similar effort.
Looking at the details of the quote, it’s discovered that
significant parts of the effort have been estimated with a
“finger in the wind” approach.
3. An account is operating smoothly, and the client is happy. In large part this is thanks to the efforts of
a long-time veteran of the projects who has a nuanced
understanding of how they should operate. But when that
person quits the company, errors start popping up and the
client stops being happy.
4. A large team is assembled in preparation for an
expected upcoming big project, but the client changes its
plans and these resources aren’t needed after all. So, they’re
either redeployed elsewhere or let go. Three months later,
the client again changes its plans and the project is on again,
this time as an urgent priority.
5. An opportunity presents itself as a unique client
challenge, and a pursuit team of solutions architects and
subject matter experts convene and develop the ideal
solution over a period of weeks. Later, through a casual
conversation, it’s discovered that another pursuit team
had developed a different solution for a very similar
opportunity a few months prior. Some of the elements of
that solution are actually better.
You may have had similar experiences. What I see them
having in common is that they could all benefit from applied
intelligence — from the ability to better recognize a pattern,
understand cause and effect, predict a future quantity,
identify something — but for which “throwing experts” at
the situation would be expensive and likely create its own
problems.
How might AI be able to help with these situations?

Multimedia
DTP
E-Learning
Voice-Over
Localization Engineering
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Rumpelstiltskin understood the value of learning the name
of something mysterious.

“Alexa, play Animal Game”
My kids love to play a game on our Amazon Echo called
“Animal Game.” Alexa has you think about a specific animal, asks you a series of mostly yes or no questions about
it, and then guesses which one you’re thinking about. It
goes like this: “Does it eat leaves? Can it climb trees? Does
it live underwater? Is your animal a giraffe?”
It’s a version of the old Twenty Questions parlor game
that any two people can play. Computer-based variants
of the game exist in the form of dedicated websites such
as 20Q and Akinator, or in highly specialized “profiling”
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quizzes on social media that can tell you what Star Wars
character or 80s metal band you most resemble.
I find this approach — asking a series of quantifiable
questions in order to identify something mysterious by
name — as having real-world relevance. If you know the
name of something, you are better empowered to deal
with it. For example, by identifying that the spider you
found in your garage was Eratigena atrica, you know that
it isn’t poisonous. By knowing that your itchy eyes are the
result of allergic conjunctivitis, you can take an antihistamine and skip the topical antibiotics. In combination
with access to collected information about it, knowing
something’s name is quite powerful.
For several of my experience examples, but especially
for scenario #5, I think having some kind of Animal Gamelike system in place would have helped immensely.
I can imagine an alternative timeline for that scenario,
in which the pursuit team first stops and asks, “Have we
seen this sort of situation before? And if so, what do we
call it?” Using the system, they would have identified that
the scenario was in fact not unique. It already had a name,
and was associated with some existing best practices and
technologies.
“Folks, it looks like we’re dealing with a giraffe here. It
typically lives between 15-20 years. Every day, it only needs
a half-hour of sleep, but eats up to 75 pounds of food. We’ll
need to place its meals high up. We have a platform that
we constructed for just this purpose.”
From the standpoint of solutions architecture, being
able to differentiate between a “giraffe scenario” and
a “reindeer scenario” is a prerequisite to being able to
effectively serve either one, allowing us to make use of our
animal-specific assets, including our know-how.
That’s a capability I’ll call opportunity profiling, and it’s
one of the things that I’d do with 150 extra engineers. How
would I start?
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Finding an AI solution

Navigating the rich landscape of AI technology isn’t
that easy if you aren’t immersed in it. Soon there will be
Animal Games to help you identify the best AI solution
for your use case, but in the meantime, I will share with
you the process that I used when trying to create a working example of this profiling capability.
The world of AI options is about as diverse as the world
of technology options. There are dedicated commercial

products, commercial products that contain AI features,
SaaS systems, API-based cognitive microservices, open
source toolkits, and of course you can always try to homegrow a capability. The maturity, costs and level of involvement required to operationalize these options cover a
wide spectrum.
There’s not just one kind of AI either. Capabilities can
be subdivided both by domain (self-driving cars, video
games, natural language processing, image recognition,

AI everywhere
I decided to get some additional perspectives
on the subject of practical AI use in the globalization and localization industry outside of MT.
Here’s what some folks had to say:
“I consider our recent US patent US9959272B1:
Automatic Classification and Translation of Written Segments, commercially known as Memsource
AI-powered Non-translatables, a good example of
how artificial intelligence will become integrated
into translation technology products. The concept
of non-translatables is not new, but the presence of
artificial intelligence powering the feature to detect
additional non-translatable segments is.”
- David Canek, CEO of Memsource
"It's important to note the distinction between
automation and AI. People often think of AI purely
as a means to rid manual work, but it’s also capable
of tackling difficult tasks that a human isn't able to
do at all. With more data and computational power
than ever, we can really begin to explore those
possibilities and use the technology to reinvent processes rather than optimizing existing ones."
- Laura Radaelli, AI data engineer at
Memsource
“I see so many use cases, that I do not know
where to start. I can see AI in every space of ‘people,
processes and technology’ along all imaginable
globalization/localization activities. I understand
that a hot area of exploration of AI is the area of
translatability and internationalization (so mixing
rule-based with machine learning-based technologies), because there is more and more time pressure to support ‘continuous delivery’. So, tackling
and resolving hard-coded text problems during
development is an example for this."
- Marcus Danei, product manager, Language
Technologies at SAP

“For LSPs and end-users of all sizes, most repetitive tasks in the localization process, such as finding, assigning and matching linguists to a project,
monitoring project status — for deadlines and
quality, billing and payments — are all well-suited
for AI assistance. We are working toward a future
in localization where project managers and business owners will spend less time with these stressful
tasks and more time improving their customers’
processes, and growing their business.”
- Ivan Smolnikov, CEO and founder at
Smartcat
“To assign a project to the most ‘fitting’ translator from a pool of resources manually, you must
keep track of their working days, office hours, time
zone, affinity to both product line and content types
involved, and you mustn’t forget about their quality
score. Should we assign an additional reviewer just
to be sure? Is there enough time? Is it profitable to
do so? This gets unwieldy fast. But we can do better than make assignments using intuition and gut
feeling through hard data. Machine learning can
model this solution for us, provided we can turn our
data into teachings.”
- Federico Ceccatto, software architect and
my colleague at RWS Moravia
“We use internal AI models to better predict
which MT model works better on certain types of
text. As far as I know, a similar approach is being
tested for assigning human translators to projects
as well. Also, we see increasing interest of applying
modality transformation AI tools in localization
workflows: OCR, ASR and TTS, both for multimedia
localization and for working with scanned and
recorded materials.”
- Konstantin Savenkov, CEO at Inten.to, an
abstraction layer for cognitive AI
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virtual assistants, industrial process
management) and by AI approach
and worldview, for which there are
almost as many variations as there
are genres of music.
Deep learning (a branch of AI),
for example, finds correlations
between inputs and outputs through
a process of layered statistical analysis. It’s capable of making predictions based on naturally existing
relationships between things that
would be difficult to model using
traditional regression techniques, or
that involve characteristics that are
hidden yet statistically relevant. It
represents a world of extraordinary
possibility, but requires powerful
computers and a framework for
capturing and processing big data.
This possibly includes dedicated
data centers.
Not long ago, deep learning
was the exclusive domain of AI
researchers, but tools like Google’s
TensorFlow have lowered the barrier
to entry by releasing its libraries as
open source. In combination with
leasable cloud computing platforms,
an organization can set up a deep
learning capability with less capital
investment than ever before. Of
course, there is still a barrier to entry
as organizations need the expertise
to operationalize the technology —
experienced AI engineers are in short
supply. And they also need lots of
relevant data. Companies that manage their data like an asset, and have
a great deal of it, have a competitive
advantage over those who don’t.
For my opportunity profiling
problem, deep learning would be
overkill. Instead, I worked with
my developer colleague Alexander
Sádovský to research how other Animal Game-type systems worked, and
we landed on the technique of the
“decision tree classifier.”
Using the general approach, Alex
set up a working example in just a
couple of hours.
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How it works

You can see the code at https://
goo.gl/XZfeJh.
Here’s how it works in a nutshell:
you have a set of data that includes a
certain number of “classes” (discrete
things that we have names for, such
as giraffes and reindeer), and a list
of core characteristics about each of
those classes that collectively make
them unique (is an herbivore, has
antlers, has a long neck, is found in
Africa and so on). There should be
at least enough characteristics such
that no two classes share the exact
same set.
The point of asking the questions
is essentially to narrow down possible classes. Each question should
reduce the current set of possibilities
by roughly one-half — a process
called “binary searching.”
Because of the power of exponents, it doesn’t take that many
questions to reduce the possibilities
down to a single item from a huge
set. Through twenty questions, you
can classify a single candidate from
a set of over a million possibilities
(2^20). If you include non-yes-or-no
questions, you can address an even
bigger set.
With opportunity profiling, there
aren’t a million different classes.
There are maybe twenty different
archetype situations that we run
into, meaning our system should be
able to get there in five questions.
(If you search for “decision tree”
you can also find tutorials online.)

Now what?
My plan now is to run a limited
pilot with our solution architects
group to determine if this approach is
generally useful and worth developing further. We’re going to first build
a data set using a record of historical
projects and their characteristics,
then see how a junior architect (or
someone with no expertise) using
the system can identify the class of

an existing opportunity compared to
an expert.
If that works, we can point the
system to our existing repositories
of solutions intelligence to ascertain
how best to serve these opportunity
profiles: what the ideal team looks
like, what’s an ideal configuration of
tools and processes, and what risks
and pitfalls the operations team can
expect.
I will want to know: What effect
will this process have on our key
performance indicators created during the solution design process? Can
we bring better solutions to the table
more quickly and cheaply? How
accurate are our predictions against
their operational reality?
If the process brings measurable
value, I’ll want to keep improving
the algorithm. In the world of business problems, opportunities are
constantly evolving. New classes of
opportunity are born, and existing
classes evolve. I can envision the
system being improved to include
an interface that allows users to add
new classes of characteristics, and
to bring some supervised machine
learning into the mix, allowing
experts to provide feedback on the
quality of the results.

Conclusions
The globalization and localization
industry finds itself in a fascinating
place right now. We’re at a confluence of technological trends, including advances in artificial intelligence,
that collectively open up a world of
possibility. Simultaneously, as the
world is more connected digitally
and communicative, the problem
space has become more demanding.
Like other technological trends,
advancements in AI will exert different kinds of disruptive influence on
many industries, including ours.
One effect will be increased access
to AI technology. We’re already
seeing this now in the trend of AI

companies like Google, Microsoft,
Amazon and IBM competing to
bring cloud-based cognitive services
platforms to businesses at the cost
of less than a tenth of a cent per
transaction. A phenomenon like this
should have a “playing-field leveling”
effect on industries.
At the same time, AI will magnify the differences in capabilities
between organizations. The most
advanced AI techniques thrive on
having lots of data, and those that
deliberately collect and manage
data like a business asset will have a
significant advantage over those that
don’t.
The ability to operationalize AI
will be another differentiating factor,
and this is where I believe that the
globalization and localization industry has a reason to get excited. Many
of the decades-old practices we take
for granted today are examples of
applied AI; we can rightfully say
that we’ve been using AI “before it
was cool.” Translation memory and
machine translation are two prime
examples of AI in action in our
industry. So now that AI is becoming
more powerful and accessible, what
else can we do with it?
I like approaching this question
from different angles. Wearing my
“big blue sky thinking hat,” I can
imagine what the world would look
like if we weren’t at all bound by
natural laws. I find tremendous value
in that exercise, but I also find value
in a more pragmatic approach, looking at our existing world through a
lens of process improvement and
incremental innovation.
Once we’ve generated some ideas,
it is important to get our hands dirty
with AI and start trying out solutions. It may get messy, but that’s
okay. Innovation is an imperfect and
iterative endeavor, but the potential
gains from applying AI to our industry’s real-world challenges are so
great that we must engage. [M]
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Deep learning, a chip
off the old block

Aidan Collins
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Aidan Collins is a language industry veteran. He began his
localization career as DTP manager at Softrans (later bought by
Berlitz) in 1991. In the following years, he held senior management positions in both major LSPs and global technology
companies. He is currently marketing manager with KantanMT.
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How do you help the novice understand

the technology that is deep learning? To do this,
I will need to discuss linear algebra, statistics,
probability theory and multivariate calculus.
Only joking! Nothing would turn the novice
readers off like trying to hack our way through
those complex disciplines.
For myself, the more I read about deep learning, the
more I realized that the discipline of using a deep learning model bore a similarity to sculpting. Let me expand
— for me, this quote by Elbert Hubbard clearly describes
the methods of deep learning: “The sculptor produces the
beautiful statue by chipping away such parts of the marble
block as are not needed — it is a process of elimination.”
Indeed, when Michelangelo was asked about sculpting,
he said “I saw the angel in the marble and carved until
I set him free.” Michelangelo’s minimalist explanation
encapsulates in its simplest form what the deep learning
progression involves. The engineer is the sculptor. The
marble block represents the huge block of dense data to
be processed. The act of processing the data is the chipping away of unwanted information by neural networks.
The act of fine tuning the deep learning neural engine
represents the technique of the sculptor carefully finessing the shape of the emerging form into a recognizable
figure. The angel lies within the marble block; it is simply
a matter of releasing it.
In both the role of sculptor and engineer, there is a
vision of what the “fine-tuning” activity should produce.
I am confident that if you as a novice accept this simple
analogy you will go some distance toward grasping the
fundamentals of the deep learning process.
As a concept, deep learning is less than two decades old.
The origin of the expression is attributed to Igor Aizenberg,
professor and chair of the Department of Computer Science at Manhattan College, New York. Aizenberg studies,
among other things, complex-valued neural networks. He
came up with the concept of an artificial neural network
system based on that of the human neural network — the
network of the human brain.
The “deep” element of the concept refers to a multi-layered processing network of neuron filters. The equivalent
process in the human brain is that of information flowing
through neurons connected by synapses. In the machine
equivalent, artificial neurons are used to fine-tune and
refine data as it is passed through the engine. The process
of deep learning also learns from experience and can adjust
its processes accordingly. In sculpting, it is the equivalent of
the experienced sculptor chipping and refining the marble
to release Michelangelo’s hidden angel.

Jeff Dean, a senior fellow at Google’s System and
Information Group — the group behind many of Google’s
highly sophisticated machine learning technologies —
said: “When you hear the term deep learning just think of
a large deep neural net. Deep refers to the number of layers typically and so this is kind of the popular term that’s
been adopted in the press.”
For many novices there is a confusion around the terms
machine learning, AI and deep learning. There need not
be this confusion, as the division is quite simple. Artificial
intelligence is the catch-all term to cover machine learning
and deep learning. Machine learning is an over-arching
term for the training of computers, using algorithms, to
parse data, learn from it and make informed decisions
based on the accrued learning. Examples of machine

Copyright 2016 Brad Yates.

learning in action is Netflix showing you what you might
want to watch next. Or Amazon suggesting books you
might want to buy. These suggestions are the outcome of
using machine learning technology to monitor and build a
preferences profile based on your buying patterns.
Deep learning is a subset of machine learning. It uses a
highly sophisticated, multilayered pattern of “neurons” to
November/December 2018
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Artificial intelligence

A program to sense, reason,
act and adopt

Machine learning
Algorithm whose performance improves
as it is exposed to more data over time

Deep learning

Subset of machine learning in which multilayered
neural networks learn from
vast amounts of data

process huge chunks of data looking
to refine the information contained
within that data. It takes an abstract
jungle of information, as is contained with data, and refines these
into clearly understood concepts.
The data used can be clean, or not
clean. Clean data is the processing of
refining the preprocessed information to remove any clearly irrelevant
information. Clean data can be
processed quicker than data that has
not been cleaned. Think of it as the
human brain blocking out extraneous information as it processes
what is relevant, and discards what
is irrelevant. Something the human
brain does every minute of every day.
But why has deep learning suddenly
taken off so spectacularly? It is because
of the ability to train artificial neural
networks (ANN) to a level of accuracy
when trained with huge amounts
of data — as in the case with neural
machine translation. ANN can synthesize complex nonlinear processes
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with a high degree of accuracy. Deep
learning is also becoming predominant because of the following boosters:
The emergence of big data
The increase in computational
power
The emergence of the cloud
The affordable availability of
graphics processing units and tensor
processing units
The development of deep learning models using open source code
Today it is estimated that big data
provides 2.5 quintillion bytes of information per day. Now, if you are like
me, you will never have heard of the
measure quintillion. Well, it is one
million billion. Not that that helps
give it finer focus!
According to IBM, “90% of the data
in the world today has been created
in the last two years. This data comes
from everywhere: sensors used to
gather shopper information, posts
to social media sites, digital pictures
and videos, purchase transaction and

•
•
•
•
•

cell phone GPS signals to name a few.
This data is big data.”
It is safe to say that the amount
of data available will only increase
over the coming years. Institutions
like the EU, UN, the World Bank,
the World Health Organization and
social media companies make huge
volumes of data available daily, and in
multilingual form. The importance of
this resource of massive data is underlined by Andrew Ng, chief scientist at
Baidu, China’s major search engine,
who said: “The analogy to deep learning is that the rocket engine is the
deep learning models and the fuel is
the huge amounts of data we can feed
to these algorithms.”
The advent of cloud computing has
allowed even small companies to have
virtually unlimited storage space, and
access to fantastically powerful computational power. Processors of the power
of tensor processing unit (TPU) are
available via cloud computing. Some
examples of cloud computing sources
would be Amazon’s Web Service, IBM’s
SmartCloud or Google’s Cloud.
TPUs were developed by Google
to specifically deal with the demands
of ANN. Previously, graphics processing units reduced the machine
learning process from weeks to
hours. Without this level of computing power, it is unlikely deep learning
would be a viable technology.
Finally, Intel is selling a device
called a Neural Compute Stick, which
they claim will allow companies to
bypass the cloud to do their processing at a local level (a non-cloud level).
This will be a boost to those companies that balk at the security implications of processing data in a remote
location. It will also increase the speed
of processing as all the crunching will
be done at the local level. Intel says
it is their intent to make deep learning work “everywhere and on every
device.” If they succeed, deep learning
will expand to a huge degree. Interesting times lie ahead for AI. [M]
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Creating a translation program
for the 21st century

Filip Šanca
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Filip Šanca is a community manager at Memsource and is also
responsible for the company's academic program. He holds a
degree in Slavistics from Charles University in Prague. In his master's
thesis he created a course template to help small-language departments introduce technology into their courses.
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The information age began with the mass

spread of personal computers and general
technological advancements that allowed not
only for free and fast information transfer, but
also the creation of tools to automate some of
the tasks humans handle. Since then, the digital world has been developing for almost 50
years and has further decreased the number
of repetitive tasks humans have had to tackle
themselves.
With this major shift in thinking, working and
approach to life, the need for a different learning and
training process has inevitably emerged. In an information-driven digital world, an information-driven training based on the use of new technologies is imperative,
otherwise the result of such training — namely students,
the future of the oncoming development — would not be
able to deliver the results expected.
Students are actively pursuing their goals in deepening human knowledge. In the process, they mold the
future of many others. So it is not acceptable that such
people are trained in the paradigms of the past. On the
contrary, lecturers should aim to train future professionals, to train individuals with the ability to withstand the
ever-so-dynamic currents of the 21st century. The thing
is, presently, 18-year-old university students were born
in the year 2000, and have not experienced the past century at all. Wow, right? If Kurzweil’s law of accelerating
returns is correct, they are going to live and work in a
completely different world.
It is obviously not possible to train students in
approaches, tools and areas that have not yet emerged.
What is possible, however, is to prepare individuals to be
capable of embracing the constant change.
For this particular reason, I have delved into the ways
various translation departments use computer-aided
translation (CAT) tools in university translation courses.
I have identified nine best practices that translation program creators and lecturers in general tend to follow to
effectively increase their students’ employability. Following are the four most crucial:

Project-based learning
Real-life assignments are project-based, so university
assignments should mirror that. If a lecturer wants to
prepare students for work, it is important to train them
similarly. This approach is not suitable for theory-based
courses, so it should not be applied in a blanket manner — there are courses that require the read-and-repeat
method. However, project-based learning is perfectly

suitable for CAT tool and project management training,
as it offers an easy way to adjust or rearrange the contents
of the course on-the-go.
Projects create a modular approach that is easily
adapted to the specific situation — as the learning materials must not stop being dynamic, it is always necessary
to allow space for change. Projects also help to deepen
student involvement in classes. By structuring the project workflow the way translation agencies structure it,
students are made dependent on each other and can see
that they are part of a longer process. Students are also
much more likely to cooperate and approach the problematics responsibly if their work and decisions affect
their classmates.
It is advisable that the lecturer set up several shorter
projects during the course as that enables them to put
each of the students in all the different roles. By doing
this, the lecturer lets the students show their strong sides
and can assess their performance more precisely.
This approach might also help some students find
what role they like best. For example, a student might
have great potential as a proofreader but wouldn’t have
known had they not tried it. All in all, the project-based
approach offers a highly adaptable, student-centered,
accurately assessable and fair environment that resembles real-life practice.

Student-centered approach
and lifelong learning
A student-centered approach, self-motivation and lifelong self-learning are all interconnected and should be
discussed separately. If a lecturer wants to train individuals who are able to educate themselves after graduation,
their mindset should be trained accordingly. Of course,
this ability is dependent on the individual personalities
of students, but it can be shaped and steered.
Lecturers should step down from their sage-stage to
give their students the ability to feel how significant an
influence they themselves have on what they learn: let the
students work on the course content, let them shape the
structure of individual classes. Experience shows that this
approach not only puts more emphasis on student selfmotivation, but if led correctly can enhance the course
itself by bringing ideas the lecturer might not think of.
Students are not only receivers of knowledge, they are
also active creators of it and they should be made aware
of this fact.
If students feel they are in power of the knowledge gained,
they will approach it more responsibly than if they feel
they are just machines for meeting the education system’s
expectations. Students should be an active part of both class
preparation and execution, and should be prompted to not
November/December 2018
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only learn what the lecturer presents, but also to seek knowledge and experience through extracurricular activities.
The translation market is dynamic, and it is not possible to supply the students with knowledge from the
future. For that reason, students should be taught to
learn on their own, with the understanding that their
studies are not finished with graduation.
It is also important to note that it is inevitable that some
students will not be able to cope with such an approach,
as it requires a high level of self-motivation and a strong

Real-life assignments are project-based,
so university assignments should mirror
that. If a lecturer wants to prepare
students for work, it is important to train
them similarly.

desire to learn. The lecturer must do his or her best to try
to prepare students for their future careers, but it should
not be the lecturer’s goal to let everyone pass.

Situated translation
Translation never takes place in a vacuum separated
from the outside world. On the contrary, it always has
its purpose, original and target audience, culture and
environment. It has a vendor, a client, requested effect,
quality standard, obligatory terminology usage, deadline,
price and so on.
Translation assignments used to train future professionals at universities should be no different as it is
essential to train students in an environment simulating
the one they are trained for. If the translation assignment’s
only “reference material” is “translate this until next week
and you’ll receive ECTS credits,” then development of
numerous competences that a translator should possess is
omitted. When this happens, only language competence is
developed, which is an approach not far from the former
purpose of translation — as a tool for second language
acquisition.
When structuring a translation assignment for students, a simulated environment should be created as
well. Students should be given the information on who
the readers of their translations will be, what effect
it should have on them, what rate would be applied to
such a task, what would be the appropriate level of quality, whether a proofreader is going to go through their
text and so on. By using situationalization, students are
directly prepared for the work they will be doing for
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many years after graduation, and additionally, they are
still enhancing their language and translation skills.

External cooperation
If a lecturer wants to provide their students with the
most realistic training, it is advisable to set up a cooperation with technology providers to get (often free) access
to the latest tools, and with language service providers
willing to provide the program with internship vacancies
and additional training. These companies do not have to
wait passively until students are sent to them; they can
participate in the training process in different ways. To
give a real example from a program that already exists:
they can act as visiting lecturers, sit in assessment commissions or take part in the simulated translation bureaus.
Ways of external cooperation are numerous, and it
is only up to the department management which companies they will find and what opportunities they will
negotiate for students. It is a favorable cooperation for
the companies, too, as they can work on preparing their
potential future employees and influence the skills they
receive during their studies.
Such cooperation provides students with experience they would not be able to access in the academic
environment as the real process will always be at least
slightly different from the simulation the lecturer can
achieve. Thanks to external cooperation, students get in
direct touch with the processes and the people, creating important contacts and connections for their future
careers. Furthermore, both the department and the company benefit from the cooperation thanks to constant
exchange of information and feedback.
Establishing such cooperation might also solve the
issue with the shortage of staff skilled to train students
in translation technology, project management and other
vocational skills, as these people work in the field every
day. It does not mean that they are automatically capable
of teaching students, but this again offers a space for joint
learning and possibly for training the trainers themselves.

The time is now
Although these best practices do work alone, they work
best when combined. They also have to be supported by
the right technology and led by all-around experts with
experience in the current translation market. Achieving
all of this is not easy, but it is also not unreachable.
Luckily, both software companies and language service
providers are opening up to the cooperation with academic
institutions, making it easier than ever to bridge the gap
between the academia and the industry. Our own talent
endorsement program is one example. There is no reason
for the ivory towers of academia to stand anymore. [M]
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The changing scope of
enterprise localization
management

Edmund Blogg is the director of Adaptive
Globalization, a global recruitment agency
specialized in the translation and localization sector,
working with LSPs and in-house corporate language
teams to hire leading market talent.
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or many members of the language industry around the world, it’s a career objective to
one day run global localization strategy for a
major international brand.
However, the career path to securing a leading clientside localization position is not always clearly defined,
and there is often little guidance available for ambitious
professionals seeking to understand the skills and experience necessary to succeed in this employment sector.
Life on the buyer and vendor sides of the language
industry can be very different, and a range of technological and commercial factors continue to change both the
function and scope of corporate language teams.
So what does it take to thrive as an enterprise localization manager in today’s business climate?
I spoke with four industry experts who lead localization for global brands across a variety of market sectors,
exploring their career trajectories and how they believe
the role and skill set of an enterprise localization manager
is evolving.

Many paths to entry
Each of our discussion partners found their way into
the localization space in different ways, but all were based
around a fascination with the intersection between language and business.
How did you get started?
Fahel: My background is in international business and
global digital marketing, and my story with localization
began in the early 2000s. I happened into it because I speak
several languages regularly in my daily life. Back then, I was
working on a global deal that ended up requiring translations for compliance purposes. (Yes, planning without
localization in mind was common even back then!)
I started researching contractors and was surprised
to learn that localization was a 40-billion-dollar industry
with actual agencies of all shapes and sizes. Also, the scope
of the work went way beyond word translations. Learning
more and more about localization seemed to support my
daily work and broaden my spectrum, especially in areas of
digital and compliance. I was enjoying it more and more,
and I got hooked. So, I decided to pursue graduate studies
in localization at Kent State University, and then took on
project manager and localization manager services roles
with different agencies around the United States.
After years of working on the language service provider (LSP) side of the business, large and small, a great
opportunity surfaced with Harley-Davidson. I obviously
did not think twice about joining one of the most powerful brands in the world.
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Wada’a Fahel has driven global
content strategy for over five years
as localization manager for iconic
motorcycle manufacturer HarleyDavidson Motor Company.

Patrick McLoughlin heads multilingual operations as localization
manager with global ticketing and
event technology leader Eventbrite,
following five years as terminology
and program manager with Yahoo!
Raymond Flournoy is the senior
director of localization and translation for online retail marketplace
Etsy, and formerly held key roles
within the localization teams of
Adobe and Yahoo.

Christine Duran serves as senior
director of client services with
Spartan Software, building on ten
years of experience in enterprise
technology localization, leading
teams at Workday and Adobe.

What made the opportunity even more exciting was
that the role required developing a localization capability
from the ground up. Harley-Davidson operated with a
progressive and innovative mindset that perceived localization as a major need to support international growth.
This is a rare quality in the corporate and manufacturing
world. I was also ready to move to the buyer’s side of the
business, and today after five years working with HarleyDavidson, I can confidently say that it was my best career
decision yet.
McLoughlin: I’ve been in the industry for my entire
career, spanning over 20 years, and come from a nontechnical background with a degree in classics. I began
as a freelance translator working between English and
Italian, then in the late 1990s started working for Sail
Labs in Barcelona as a lexicographer building bilingual
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dictionaries for rules-based machine translation (MT)
engines. In 2001 I moved to Amikai and continued to be
involved in the machine translation space, implementing
best-of-breed solutions for city governments to create
bilingual websites.
After a short spell back in freelance translation, I was
hired in 2007 by Yahoo! in Sunnyvale as terminology
manager. By 2008 I had moved into project management
and gained a certification from The Localization Institute.
Within Yahoo! I was a part of various teams, sometimes
working with the central organization developing best
practices, other times decentralized embedded in product teams, including the localization of Yahoo! Mail into
70+ languages.
By 2012 I found myself looking for a new challenge. I
had built a lot of valuable experience at Yahoo! and was
drawn to the community of startups just beginning to
figure out internationalization and localization. I joined
Eventbrite initially as a program manager, and now lead
localization efforts company-wide, including product,
marketing and legal. In that time, Eventbrite has grown to
over 1,000 full-time global employees.
Flournoy: I first found out about the language industry
when I read an article about MT in Time magazine in the
1980s as a freshman in college, and I was riveted. I don’t
come from the human translation field, either educationally or professionally — I started as a researcher in MT
and it has always remained my first love.
I worked at a couple of startups developing MT engines,
then I joined Yahoo! which had recently acquired the first
online machine translation portal, BabelFish (named
after The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy) through the
purchase of AltaVista. As product manager, I led the integration of Babelfish with Yahoo!’s suite of products, such
as toolbars and search. From Yahoo! I moved to Adobe,
working on MT in the globalization group – this gave me
some exposure to translation memory systems (WorldServer) and the wider translation workflow.
I joined Etsy to concentrate on MT, focused primarily on the end user experience and integrating MT with
customer-facing features.
Duran: I started my career as a software developer in
the banking industry and transitioned to program management with a focus on document management and workflows. I left banking to join an enterprise resource planning
software company. Within a few months I was asked to
manage the project management office for that company,
which included localization — it did help that I had a master’s in foreign language education and linguistics.
Shortly after that I began leading the entire localization team: engineering, technical publications, quality
and translation.

Subsequently I have led teams of up to twenty permanent staff managing globalization and localization
programs for Adobe and Workday before moving to Spartan Software, a provider of custom software solutions
and consulting services for translation and localization
organizations.

A broad skill set
The role of leading global content for an enterprise
brand means engaging and collaborating with a wide variety of stakeholders — what are the key skills a translation
or localization manager needs in order to succeed?
Fahel: I would love for the industry to move away from
the misconception that having an IT background or a
translation degree are key qualifications for a localization manager. The necessary skills depend on the specific
business environment they’re in. In-depth localization
expertise is obviously the key base, but it has to pair with
many other skills to ensure success.
If you are moving from the seller to the buyer’s side of
the business, a “mental switch” is needed. When I talk to
people who are coming in-house from an agency background, for instance, a lot of my conversation with them
revolves around the difference between recommending a
solution and having to bear accountability for a decision.
When you’re an account manager at an agency, if your
client doesn’t do the right thing for the brand, then that’s
their fault. When you are the client, it’s your fault. It’s a
big mental shift that people coming into a client-side role
need to be aware of.
In my case, it was crucial to understand the motorcycling
landscape and the company’s strategy and goals in order to
develop a localization infrastructure that aligns with them.
Every day on the job, I have the chance to couple my
expertise with an American icon with 115 years of history.
This privilege, however, comes with a great responsibility.
I’m ultimately accountable for bridging linguistic and
cultural gaps with our global riders and dealers who live
and breathe our brand every day — and it can be a large
part of their own personal identity.
Harley-Davidson is not a classic “global” company, it’s
an American icon going global. Therefore, my priority was
to navigate linguistic and cultural waters while preserving
the American heritage so central to our brand. It was also
extremely important to ensure that my team operates
with the same mindset.
Interpersonal skills and the ability to manage up are
also a must. In a corporate environment, you may not have
the opportunity to report to a leader or work with stakeholders with a localization background, so the burden lies
on the localization manager to educate, handhold and tell
a compelling story in order to earn trust and support.
November/December 2018
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You also have to give up localization buzzwords like
ICR, LSP, fuzzy match, MT and so on, as stakeholders are
only interested in quality deliverables, not the process of
how you and your team got there.
McLoughlin: A core skill set for any localization professional working in a high-growth environment includes
understanding how to be lean, adaptable and automate
processes.
With Eventbrite growing significantly in headcount
during my tenure, we do agile localization as much as
possible. A company’s own infrastructure and growth
is not always optimized for best-practice localization
methodologies, and the team needs to be able to deal with
that. We work with three different content management
systems supporting 1,000 employees across 14 offices
with a team of just three permanent staff — ten years ago
it would have taken a team of eight or more to handle the
same workload.
It’s also important for localization managers to
approach their work with the correct mentality, and
ensure that this is embraced by their team. Yes, localization is a service, but it’s not a cost center. It’s a partnership, and overall company success is directly tied to
localization success.
Viewing the localization function in this wider business context is crucial for effective collaboration. For
instance, at Eventbrite we choose not to outsource a lot
of linguistic QA for key content to avoid time-consuming
disputes between different translators. Instead, if a
market is important enough the company will establish
a regional office hub and we will work with in-market
copywriters to ensure the top 10-20% of content gets
the white glove treatment, especially high-touch areas
such as landing pages or payment. This is not part of
the localization department’s reporting structure, but
understanding Eventbrite’s growth pattern enables us to
partner effectively.
Flournoy: In a localization role focused on a customerfacing eRetail platform, the most important thing is
trying to understand what users in different countries
want in their localized experience. When we talk about
localization we mean it in the broadest sense of the word
– an adaptation of the entire product offering to make the
experience as local as possible.
This can mean understanding what users in different
countries want to see in their search results, infrastructure items such as address library formatting, or ensuring
that currency displays correctly for every combination of
languages and currency we support.
There’s a fundamental shift in this type of work from
traditional localization project management, where the
focus tends to be on processes and operations. There
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needs to be some critical, meta-level thinking — not just
asking “what do I need to build by when?” but asking “why
are we building this?”
If someone is interested in switching from traditional
localization project management work to internationally-focused product management, and they have not
been in an environment where you’re starting with a
business goal and figuring out how to get there, it can be
a challenge.
When recruiting for my team, I’ll often ask candidates
how they prioritize their roadmaps. For product managers, the hope is that they start with reasoning from first
principles, but often a traditional localization background
trains people to expect to be given priorities from other
groups or outside sources.
Duran: A localization manager needs to have diverse
skills covering four critical areas: customer relationships, stakeholder relationships, team management and
business operations. Relationship-building and strong
communication skills are critical as localization is still a
people-oriented business.
In terms of technical skills, a localization manager
needs to appreciate the foundational issues of language
and linguistics. You don’t need to be fluent in more
than English, but you do need to appreciate the unique
linguistic challenges of translation. If you’re dealing with
software or complex content, you need to understand the
challenges and best practices for internationalization and
globalizing content. A working familiarity with translation tools — computer-assisted translation tools, translation management systems, MT and so on — is a must.
Regarding business operations, most of the details of
localization can be learned on the job, but having good
business acumen is often more important as localization
is an expense that needs to be rationalized in terms of
return on investment, then explained and defended to
stakeholders and executive management.
Finally, I don’t think anyone can be a good localization
manager without an intrinsic interest in culture, language
and the craft of localization. You need to have a passion
for the field and enjoy educating others about it in order
to persist through obstacles as your stakeholders and customers often do not understand the complexities involved.

A role in evolution
Trends and pressures driven by technology innovation
and changing consumer behavior are redefining the role of
an in-house localization manager. How is the role evolving, and what changes can we expect in the future?
Fahel: The answer depends on each company’s localization maturity and their needs for international growth. Is
the company looking for a small internal agency to handle
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its ad hoc translation requests? If yes,
then the translation manager’s role is
limited to operations, and there may
not be much growth opportunity. Is
the company looking to establish a
shared-service capability that supports and integrates with global
operations? If yes, then the role will
start as operational and evolve to
strategic.
As well as staying current with
market trends, localization managers
can also drive their careers by creating the opportunity themselves. You
have to understand your business,
look for efficiencies that may not be
visible to the leadership and present business cases that support the
business. With that, you’ll be carving yourself a role that underscores
your forward-thinking and agility in
responding to business needs.
When I started with HarleyDavidson, I laid out a strategy that
was built around the company’s wider
goals, and we were able to expand
accordingly with minor fine-tuning.
For example, as shared in recent
press releases, Harley-Davidson plans
to increase international sales 50%
every year, so our localization efforts
are naturally growing and my role is
changing.
McLoughlin: In the last five years
the biggest change I’ve seen has been
the amount of data that’s available and
the way this is shaping the metrics
that companies need to focus on when
evaluating localization performance.
Ten years ago people’s focus was on
number of errors, or whether or not
style guides had been correctly followed. These were linguistic metrics,
things that were only interesting to the
localization team. While that remains
important, the evolution in maturity
means that localization groups realize they are no longer a silo — in
fact, they’re one of the most crossfunctional teams you can think of.
The challenge for localization
managers is how to tie your goals

into other teams’ metrics. For me,
that’s meant enhancing my expertise
in areas such as digital marketing.
Alongside traditional localization
metrics, we’re now looking at conversion rates, Google Analytics and
A/B testing different copy variants
on localized sites.
Increasingly, localization teams
are going to have to be more data
driven and produce meaningful
numbers – and that may not be lowering a per-word rate with a vendor,
but demonstrating, for instance,
“how did we contribute to the overall
success of the German market?”
I’m lucky to work with great colleagues who are strong in this area,
and it’s a key requirement when
hiring in our team — can people
read data, conduct a meaningful
analysis and tell a story that shows
progression?
Flournoy: From my perspective,
one of the biggest changes in the
translation industry in the last five
or ten years has been the move away
from massive user guides and monolithic software releases every 18
months. Instead, continuous release
and embedded documentation is
becoming the norm, and short-form
translation is becoming more important. This brings with it changes in
the way localization teams need to
both work and be structured.
There is also a growing awareness
among international brands that
focus should be on overall user experience. Localization isn’t just about
translating strings, it’s about taking a
broader view of the end user’s interaction with a brand at every touch
point.
It’s also important to stay up-todate with the growth and development of machine translation. With
AI in general, there’s a truism that
the definition of AI is “whatever is a
bit more difficult than what we can
do now.” In the 1970s playing chess
was considered an example of AI, but

as soon as a computer could beat a
human at chess it was dismissed as
not being “real” artificial intelligence.
The next goal was a voice assistant
— now we have Amazon Alexa and
Google Home, and people say it’s
just pattern matching. MT has followed a similar path. There were
always fields that were considered
beyond MT, such as legal, literature
and e-commerce. Now patent and
legal use MT all the time, and Etsy
is proof of successful ecommerce
deployment. While it’s gratifying to
see things come true that were once
considered impossible, getting the
best out of MT is a matter of redefining expectations. In an ecommerce
environment, it’s used as a tool to
allow people to make comparisons
and decisions, but it doesn’t yet pass
the Turing test.
Duran: One notable shift is that
most in-house localization managers directly manage far fewer people
than in the past. More often they are
managing a vendor relationship, so
rather than being a linguistic expert
themselves and managing other
linguists, people need to be able
to set criteria for success, monitor
performance, enforce accountability
and generally work with vendors in a
close partnership.
In order to stay relevant in the
industry, an in-house translation or
localization manager needs to stay
current in the latest translation technology (neural MT, machine learning), constantly seek to add value
to the customer experience (this
doesn’t just mean linguistic quality) and become more of a strategic
partner in the business rather than
an operation.
Big data and AI are transforming
the translation industry, and the
localization manager of the future
must embrace a more data driven,
automated operation and find a way
to thrive by adding strategic value to
their organizations. [M]
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Associations

Association of
Language Companies

The Association of Language Companies (ALC)
is a national trade association representing businesses that provide translation, interpretation,
localization, language testing and language training services. The association provides valuable
information to members and nonmembers with
its industry survey and with updates on government issues, industry trends and standards. From
online forums to in-person events, ALC brings
together the people who lead these companies so
that we can all learn from each other. ALC works
hard to give companies opportunities to find each
other for collaboration, networking, knowledge
sharing and mentoring.
Association of Language Companies
Rockville, MD USA, (240) 404-6511
Email: info@alcus.org, Web: www.alcus.org
Ad on page 42

European Language
Industry Association (Elia)

Elia is the European not-for-profit association of
language service companies with a mission to accelerate our members’ business success. We do this
by creating events and initiatives that anticipate
and serve our members’ needs in building strong,
sustainable companies, thereby strengthening the
wider industry. Elia was founded in 2005 and has
since established itself as the leading trade association for the language services industry in Europe.
Elia Brussels, Belgium
Email: info@elia-association.org
Web: http://elia-association.org
Ad on page 14
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Globalization and
Localization Association

The Globalization and Localization Association (GALA) is a global, nonprofit trade association for the language industry. As a membership
organization, we support our member companies
and the language sector by creating communities,
championing standards, sharing knowledge and
advancing technology.
Globalization and Localization Association
Seattle, WA USA
+1-206-494-4686
Email: info@gala-global.org
Web: www.gala-global.org

Automated Translation

SYSTRAN Software, Inc.

For more than four decades, SYSTRAN has been the
market leader in language/translation products and
solutions, covering all types of platforms from desktop
to internet to enterprise servers. To help organizations
enhance multilingual communication and increase
productivity, SYSTRAN delivers real-time language
solutions for internal collaboration, search, ediscovery,
content management, online customer support and
ecommerce along with automatic speech recognition and optical character recognition. SYSTRAN is
the leading choice of global companies, defense and
security organizations and language service providers.
SYSTRAN is the official translation solutions provider
for the S-Translator, a default-embedded app on the
Samsung Galaxy S and Note series.
Languages: 130+ language combinations
SYSTRAN Software, Inc. San Diego, CA USA
+1 858 457 1900
Email: marketing-americas@systrangroup.com
Web: www.systrangroup.com
Ad on page 10
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Conferences

Game Global

Born from LocWorld’s successful Game Localization Round Table, Game Global gathers the main
stakeholders in game globalization (from design
to testing) in the same place and time to share
their endeavors, successes, practices and research
in a collaborative manner. The goal of this twoday event is to help improve the gaming industry
through networking, sharing insights and learning. Game Global is steered by an advisory board
of high-level professionals from the industry.
Check our website for details on upcoming and
past conferences.
Localization World, Ltd. Sandpoint, ID USA
Email: info@gameglobal.events
Web: http://gameglobal.events

LocWorld

LocWorld conferences are dedicated to the
language and localization industries. Our constituents are the people responsible for communicating across the boundaries of language and
culture in the global marketplace. International
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product and marketing managers participate in
LocWorld from all sectors and all geographies
to meet language service and technology providers and to network with their peers. Handson practitioners come to share their knowledge
and experience and to learn from others.
See our website for details on upcoming and
past conferences.
Localization World, Ltd. Sandpoint, ID USA
208-263-8178
Email: info@locworld.com
Web: https://locworld.com
Ad on page 23

Consulting Services
LocalizationGuy, LLC

LocalizationGuy, LLC, is a consultancy serving buyers and providers of language services.
We help companies that buy language services
to identify and deploy optimal localization solutions to fit their needs. We offer veteran expertise as our clients navigate the many personnel,
process and technology decisions involved
in running effective localization operations,
whether in-house or through external localization vendors. LocalizationGuy also helps language service providers formulate business
goals, develop and implement sound business
strategies and launch strategic marketing efforts.
LocalizationGuy is led by a 20-year localization
industry veteran and former chairman of the
Globalization and Localization Association.
LocalizationGuy, LLC Minneapolis, MN USA
612-986-3108
Email: info@localizationguy.com
Web: www.localizationguy.com

Desktop Publishing

Global DTP

Global DTP s.r.o., based in the Czech Republic, offers professional multilingual desktop publishing
and media engineering solutions to the localization industry. Over the past 15 years, Global DTP
has become one of the leading DTP/multimedia
companies. We have been delivering high-quality
and cost-effective services for at least eight of the
top 20 LSPs and many other companies/agencies.
Due to our extensive experience in localization and
knowledge of the prepress, media and publishing

industries, our team of 20 in-house professionals
handles more than 1,000 projects every year. Our
core services are multilingual desktop publishing,
multimedia and eLearning engineering.
Global DTP s.r.o. Brno, Czech Republic
+420 3 574 709
Email: info@global-dtp.com, Web: www.global-dtp.com

Enterprise Solutions

STAR Group
Multiple Platforms

Hornet Design Studio

Since 2005, Hornet Design Studio has been focusing
on delivering quality services in a timely manner. A
highly skilled team of professionals is always ready
to meet expectations of even the most demanding
clients. Looking to achieve that goal, we develop and
expand. Therefore we now offer not only DTP but
also multimedia, eLearning and voiceover services.
Languages: All
Hornet Design Studio
Bydgoszcz, Poland
+48525290553
Email: office@hornetdesign.eu
Web: http://hornetdesign.eu
Ad on page 41

Education

STAR is a leader in information management, localization, internationalization and globalization
services and solutions such as GRIPS (Global Real
Time Information Processing Solution), STAR
CLM (Corporate Language Management) including Transit (Translation & Localization), TermStar/
WebTerm (Terminology Management), STAR MT
(Corporate Machine Translation), STAR WebCheck
(Online Translation Reviewing) and MindReader (Authoring Assistance). With more than
50 offices in 30 countries and a global network
of prequalified freelance translators, STAR provides a unique combination of information management tools and services required to manage
all phases of the product information life cycle.
Languages: All
STAR AG (STAR Group headquarters)
Ramsen, Switzerland, +41-52-742-9200
Email: info@star-group.net, Web: www.star-group.net
STAR Group America, LLC Lyndhurst, OH USA
216-691-7827, Email: lyndhurst@star-group.net
Ad on page 15

Localization Services

Quality Training in Localization
& Global Marketing

The Localization Institute is the leader in educational
advancement in the field of localization — the adaptation of products and services for international markets. We organize comprehensive, vendor-neutral
conferences (LocWorld and Brand2Global), seminars
and round tables where participants gain insights that
help their companies better succeed in international
business. In addition, The Institute has partnered
with top universities and professional associations to
develop comprehensive certification programs in localization project management, quality management,
internationalization and global digital marketing.
The Localization Institute Madison, WI USA
608-826-5001
Email: kris@localizationinstitute.com
Web: www.localizationinstitute.com
Ad on page 35

ADAPT Localization Services
ADAPT Localization Services offers the full range of
services that enable clients to be successful in international markets, from translation into all business
languages through linguistic and technical localization
services, prepress and publication management. Serving both Fortune 500 and small companies, ADAPT
has gained a reputation for quality, reliability, technological competence and a commitment to customer
service. ADAPT is certified under ISO 17100. Fields
of specialization are the medical, life sciences, IT/telecommunications and technology sectors. With offices
in Bonn, Barcelona, Copenhagen, Stockholm and a
number of certified partner companies, ADAPT is well
suited to help clients achieve their goals in any market.
Languages: More than 50
ADAPT Localization Services Bonn, Germany
49-228-98-22-60
Email: sales@adapt-localization.com
Web: www.adapt-localization.com
Ad on page 44
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Total Solutions for Your Business

E4NET is a total localization solutions provider
including translation, DTP, recording, and specialized in Asian localization covering all major Asian
and regional tier 3 languages. We have 20+ years of
successful localization production experience with
major projects for IBM, Microsoft, SAP, Oracle, HP,
LG Electronics, Panasonic and more. E4NET is now
providing patent translation services to the Korea
Institute of Patent Information and translating life
science projects including clinical protocols and
reports. We are continuously developing and applying innovative technologies such as machine translation and associated customer services throughout
our production process to maximize production/service efficiency. ISO 9001: 2015, ISO 27001 certified.
Languages: 60+
E4NET Co., Ltd. Seoul, South Korea
82-2-3465-8532
Email: l10n@e4net.net, Web: www.e4net.net

Precision Matters in Translation

EC Innovations is a world leading translation and
localization provider with ISO 13485:2016, ISO
9001:2015 and ISO 1710:2015 certifications. Since
1997, EC Innovations has been empowering communications for leading multinationals, specializing
in industries including life sciences, games, manufacturing, IT and software, automation, electronics
and telecommunications. Today, EC Innovations has
grown into 11 strategically located global offices with
400+ full-time employees offering full localization
support into 120+ languages. Our aim is to continuously build upon our reputation as a customer-centric organization focused on high-quality standards,
technological creativity and value-added services to
meet any type of localization requirement.
Languages: English, Simplified and Traditional
Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Indonesian, Thai, Vietnamese, Malay, Arabic, French, German, Spanish,
Portuguese, Russian.
EC Innovations, Inc. Chicago, IL USA, 1-773-541-2174
China: 400-869-9760, Europe: +36 1 784 0414
Email: info@ecinnovations.com
Web: www.ecinnovations.com

ES Localization Services

Since 1994, ES has provided full-fledged language
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services to industry leaders mainly in software
localization, translation, DTP, engineering, QA, testing and voiceover areas. The company has a solid
customer base and is proud of its successful past assignments which led to long-term collaborations. With
51 permanent staff in the production offices in Turkey
and Egypt for Turkish and Arabic languages, ES is a reliable, experienced, value-added regional supplier for
direct clients and MLVs worldwide. It is the first Bureau
Veritas certified ISO 17100 localization company in
Turkey, specializing in IT, automotive, finance, life sciences, gaming, consumer products and more.
Languages: Turkish, Arabic
ES Localization Services Istanbul, Turkey; Cairo, Egypt
90-216-326-8764
Email:contact@estr.com
Web: www.estr.com

EuroGreek Translations Limited

Established in 1986, EuroGreek Translations
Limited is Europe’s leading Greek localizer, specializing in medical, technical, financial and legal
translations from EN/DE/FR/ES to EL and EL to
EN. Our aim is to provide high-quality, turnkey
solutions, encompassing a whole range of client
needs, from translation to localization, desktop
publishing and testing. Our DTP department covers all Latin and Cyrillic alphabet-based languages,
in addition to Greek, at very competitive rates. All
of EuroGreek’s work is produced in-house by a
team of 30 highly qualified specialists and is fully
guaranteed for quality and on-time delivery.
Languages: Greek to/from English; French,
German, Spanish to Greek
EuroGreek Translations Limited Athens, Greece
30-210-9628-559
Email: production@eurogreek.com
Web: www.eurogreek.com
Ad on page 67

Mobico – by Saltlux Inc.

Mobico is the new brand name of Saltlux’s technical
communication services, and is also the name of the
predecessor company to Saltlux, established in 1979 as
Korea’s first TC business. What started as a small enterprise concentrating on creating Korean manuals and
East Asian language translations evolved into a onestop service provider for all your needs in the world of
business today, including multilingual translation, localization, DTP, TW and MTPE. The relentless pursuit
of progress and perfection results in the use of state-ofthe-art technology and processes, which in turn lead to
superior translation quality with shorter turn-around
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times and therefore to greater customer satisfaction.
Languages: More than 70 languages
Saltlux, Inc. Seoul, South Korea
+82-2-2193-1725
Email: sales@mobico.com
Web: www.mobico.com/en

ORCO S.A. Localization Services

Founded in 1983, ORCO celebrates this year its
35th anniversary. Over the years, ORCO has built
a reputation for excellence and gained the trust of
leading companies, such as Oracle, IBM and Carrier
for the localization of their products. Our core business activities include technical, medical, legal, financial, marketing and other translations, software
and multimedia localization, as well as localization
consulting. We cover most European languages and
our client list includes long-term collaborations
with international corporations, government institutions, banks, private enterprises, NGOs and the
European Union. ORCO is certified according to
ISO 17100 & ISO 9001 quality standards.
Languages: Greek and European languages
ORCO S.A. Athens, Greece
+30-210-723-6001
Email: info@orco.gr
Web: www.orco.gr

RWS Moravia
RWS Moravia is a leading globalization solutions
provider, enabling companies in the IT, consumer
electronics, retail, media and entertainment, and
travel and hospitality industries to enter global markets with high-quality multilingual products and
services. RWS Moravia’s solutions include localization, testing, content creation, machine translation
implementations, technology consulting, and global
digital marketing services. Our customers include 8
of Fortune’s Top 20 Most Admired Companies, and
all of the “Fab 5 Tech Stock” companies from 2017.
Our global headquarters is in Brno, Czech Republic, and we have local offices in Europe, the United
States, Japan, China and Latin America. To learn
more, please visit us at www.rws.com/moravia.
Languages: over 250
RWS Moravia
USA HQ: Thousand Oaks, CA USA; +1-805-262-0055
Email:moravia@rws.com
Europe HQ: Brno, Czech Republic; +420-545-552-222
Email:moravia@rws.com
Ad on page 68
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Vistatec

We have been helping some of the world’s most
iconic brands to optimize their global commercial potential since 1997. Vistatec is one of the
world's most innovative, progressive and successful
localization solutions providers. Headquartered
in Dublin, Ireland, with offices in Mountain View,
California, USA. Think Global.
Languages: All
Vistatec
Europe: Dublin, Ireland, 353-1-416 -8000
North America: Mountain View, CA USA
408-898-2364
Email: info@vistatec.com
Web: www.vistatec.com
Ad on page 25

Localization Tools
VideoLocalize.com

Multiple Platforms

Video localization is complicated. It involves not
only translation processes and graphic engineering,
but also voiceover and audio/video editing as well.
The challenge is how to keep control of the budget
while meeting client expectations. VideoLocalize
is the answer. Videolocalize.com is a cloud-based
online platform designed for video localization.
It is the brainchild of Boffin Language, an Asianlanguage service provider led by cofounder George
Zhao. VideoLocalize’s mission is to make video
localization faster and more cost-effective.
Boffin Language Group Inc. Toronto, Canada
+1 (647) 802 8223
Email: george.zhao@boffin.com
Web: www.videolocalize.com

Nonprofit Organizations

Joint National Committee
for Languages

The Joint National Committee for Languages
and the National Council for Languages and
International Studies (JNCL-NCLIS) represent the
interests of over 140 member organizations, associations and companies in virtually all aspects of the
language enterprise — education PreK-20, research,
training, assessment, translation, interpreting and

localization — to the US government. The mission
of JNCL-NCLIS is to ensure that all Americans
have the opportunity to learn English and at least
one other language.
Joint National Committee for Languages – National
Council for Languages and International Studies
Garrett Park, MD USA, 202-580-8684
Email: info@languagepolicy.org
Web: http://languagepolicy.org

ness of any aid program depends on delivering
information in the language of the affected population.
Languages: 190 language pairs
Translators without Borders CT, USA
Email: info@translatorswithoutborders.org
Web: www.translatorswithoutborders.org
Ad on page 49

Terminology Management
Protecting Translators and
Interpreters Worldwide

Red T is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization
advocating for the protection of translators and
interpreters in high-risk settings.
Red T New York, NY USA
+1-212-675-0451
Email: contact@red-t.org, Web: http://red-t.org

Translation Commons

Translation Commons is a nonprofit US public
charity powered by translators. We are a volunteerbased online community aiming to help our
language community thrive and bridge all the sectors within our industry. We facilitate cross-functional collaboration among the diverse sectors and
stakeholders within the language industry and instigate transparency, trust and free knowledge. Our
mission is to offer free access to tools and all other
available resources, to facilitate community-driven
projects, to empower linguists and to share educational and language assets.
Translation Commons Las Vegas, NV USA
(310) 405-4991
Email: krista@translationcommons.org
Web: www.translationcommons.org

Translators without Borders

Originally founded in 1993 in France as Traducteurs
sans Frontières by Lori Thicke and Ros SmithThomas to link the world's translators to vetted NGOs that focus on health and education,
Translators without Borders (TWB) is a US nonprofit organization that aims to close the language
gaps that hinder critical humanitarian efforts
worldwide. TWB recognizes that the effective-

Kaleidoscope

Taking your content global — with Kaleidoscope
your product will speak every language! The
combination of decades of expertise, our software solutions developed in-house, and select
software from market-leading technology partners has been making this a reality since 1996.
Coupled with the full-service approach from
eurocom, Austria's largest and most innovative
translation agency, Kaleidoscope offers a unique
and unrivaled synergy of language and technology.
Kaleidoscope GmbH Vienna, Austria
004 31 253 5352
Email: info@kaleidoscope.at, Web: www.kaleidoscope.at
Ad on page 17

Translation
Management Systems
Consoltec

Multiple Platforms

Consoltec offers FlowFit-TMS, a web-based translation management system that helps you simplify
and optimize your projects, while reducing your
administrative costs. FlowFit can also be used for
many other project types. FlowFit provides fully
customizable web portals for clients, providers and
project management. Get an accurate overview of
your teams’ workload in real time and select the best
available providers. Manage your clients, contacts
and internal/external providers effectively with the
new CRM features. Use Timesheet to track the time
spent on projects and tasks. Connect seamlessly
to your favorite CAT tools (memoQ, SDL Studio,
LogiTerm) and get comprehensive reports that provide enhanced insight on production, productivity,
costs and translation memory efficiency.
Consoltec Montreal, Québec, Canada
+1-833-356-9348
Email: info@consoltec.ca, Web: www.consoltec.ca
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Smartling

Memsource

Memsource is a leading cloud-based translation
management system that enables global companies, translation agencies and translators to collaborate in one secure, online location. Internationally
recognized for providing an easy-to-use, yet powerful CAT tool combined with a TMS, Memsource
processes two billion words per month from over
200,000 users around the world. Manage your
translation projects in real-time in an intelligent
platform that accepts over 50 file types and offers
REST API, out-of-the-box CMS connectors and
powerful workflow automation to save time and
money. Join localization professionals from around
the world who rely on Memsource to streamline
their translation process. To start your free 30-day
trial, visit www.memsource.com.
Languages: All
Memsource Prague, Czech Republic
+420 221 490 441
Email: info@memsource.com
Web: www.memsource.com
Ads on pages 12, 26-27

Smartling helps ambitious brands access more markets, deliver better experiences and build stronger
relationships by transforming the way their content
is created and consumed around the world. Our
translation management software prioritizes process automation and intelligent collaboration so that
companies can quickly and cost-effectively localize
their websites, apps and documents with minimal
IT involvement. Additionally, our curated community of professional translators is continuously measured to ensure the highest quality standards and is
readily available to serve a variety of linguistic needs.
To find out how our unique approach has helped
brands like British Airways, Spotify and WeWork
tell a global story, visit www.smartling.com.
Smartling New York, NY USA
1-866-707-6278
Email: hi@smartling.com
Web: www.smartling.com
Ad on page 2

XTM: Better Translation Technology
Multiple Platforms

XTM is a fully featured online CAT tool and translation management system available as a pay-asyou-go SaaS or for installation on your server. Built
for collaboration and ease of use, XTM provides a
complete, secure and scalable translation solution.
Implementation of XTM Cloud is quick and easy,
with no installation, hardware costs or maintenance
required. Rapidly create new projects from all common file types using the templates provided and allocate your resources to the automated workflow.
XTM enables you to share linguistic assets in real
time between translators. Discover XTM today. Sign
up for a free 30-day trial at www.xtm-intl.com/trial.
Languages: All Unicode languages
XTM International Gerrards Cross, United Kingdom
+44-1753-480-469
Email: sales@xtm-intl.com
Web: www.xtm-intl.com
Ad on page 45

Translation Services
Wordbee Translator
Web-based

Plunet BusinessManager
Multiple Platforms

Plunet develops and markets the business and workflow management software Plunet BusinessManager
— one of the world’s leading management solutions
for the translation and localization industry. Plunet
BusinessManager provides a high degree of automation and flexibility for professional language service
providers and translation departments. Using a webbased platform, Plunet integrates translation software, financial accounting and quality management
systems. Various functions and extensions of Plunet
BusinessManager can be adapted to individual needs
within a configurable system. Basic functions include
quote, order and invoice management, comprehensive financial reports, flexible job and workflow
management as well as deadline, document and customer relationship management.
Plunet GmbH Berlin, Germany
+49-(0)30-322-971-340
Email: info@plunet.com, Web: www.plunet.com
Ad on page 22

Wordbee is the leading choice for enterprises and
language service providers that need to save money
and make their company run more efficiently.
Wordbee has the most complete feature set of
any cloud solution: project management, portal,
business analytics, reporting, invoicing and a userfriendly translation editor. Tasks such as project and
workflow setup, job assignment, deadline calculation, multiple phase kick-offs and cost management
can all be automated in the collaborative translation
platform. Also, the Beebox connects CMSs, DMSs
or any propriety database source with the TMS of
the translation vendor or internal translation team.
Languages: All
Wordbee Soleuvre, Luxembourg
+352 2877 1204
Email: info@wordbee.com, Web: www.wordbee.com

Native into English
Medical Translation

Medical device, pharmaceutical, clinical trial texts
into UK, US English and more! Specialized in medical and technical fields, our native into English team
has earned an excellent reputation for translation
quality, terminology expertise and in-depth understanding of client goals and expectations. Since 1999,
we have provided a flexible, reliable, high capacity
service, with dedicated project managers, subject
matter expert translators and all the latest CAT tools
and technology. What’s more, our rates and terms
are customer-friendly, with no surcharges for short
deadlines or complex texts guaranteed!
Languages: From all European and major Asian
languages to/from English
Albion Languages Budapest, Hungary
+3617933610
Email: info@albionlanguages.com
Web: http://albionlanguages.com
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birotranslations
Founded in 1992, birotranslations specializes in life
science, legal, technical, IT and automotive translations into all East European languages (Albanian,
Bosnian, Bulgarian, Croatian, Czech, Estonian,
Hungarian, Latvian, Lithuanian, Macedonian, Polish, Romanian, Russian, Serbian, Slovak, Slovenian,
Ukrainian). We have a long-term partnership with
the world's top 100 MLVs and many end-clients all
around the globe. With our experienced project
managers, extensive network of expert linguists
and usage of the latest CAT tool technology, your
projects will be delivered on time, within budget
and with the highest standards of quality. For more
information, please contact Mr. Matic Berginc (details below).
Languages: Eastern European languages
birotranslations Ljubljana, Slovenia
+386 590 43 557
Email: projects@birotranslations.com
Web: www.birotranslations.com
Ad on page 34

Translation Services Provider in SEE

Ciklopea is a leading provider of professional
language solutions specialized in translation,
localization and consulting, enabling companies
to reach, engage and support their global clients
and customers. Our linguistic products have been
developed to accommodate the specific requirements, dynamics and prospects of the life sciences, IT, software, technology and manufacturing
industries. Ciklopea is certified in accordance with
the standards ISO 17100:2015, ISO 9001:2008 and
ISO 27001:2013.
Languages: More than 30 languages
Ciklopea d.o.o. Zagreb, Croatia
+385-1-3751736
Email: sales@ciklopea.com, Web: www.ciklopea.com
Ad on page 38

GlobalWay Co., Ltd.

GlobalWay, a leading localization company in
Korea, provides professional localization and globalization services with exceptional quality and
also offers a wide range of content and document

management services including voiceover, testing
and DTP. We have highly qualified in-house linguists who translate and review a variety of content
with professional knowledge. Our experienced engineers and project managers can help you to get
exactly what you want. GlobalWay and its partners
worldwide are ready to support your growing business and localization tasks. Feel free to contact us
for more information.
Languages: Asian and European
GlobalWay Co., Ltd. Seoul, South Korea
+82-2-3453-4924
Email: sales@globalway.co.kr Web: www.globalway.co.kr

Your Partner in Asia and Beyond!

HansemEUG is the largest LSP in Korea and has
received ISO 9001 and ISO 17100 certification,
the international standard for quality translation
services. Since 1990, we have satisfied a wide range
of global customers through our customer-oriented
processes and comprehensive quality management
skills. We are at the forefront of the localization
industry, as one of the Asia Top Ten and the No. 1
LSP in Korea (by CSA). For projects starting from
English and German into Asian languages, you can
trust our professional translation services for IT,
software, marketing/transcreation, and technical
projects. We are located in Korea, China, Vietnam,
and USA.
Languages: More than 52
HansemEUG, Inc.
Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do, South Korea
+82-31-8014-2256
Email: info@ezuserguide.com
Web:http://hansemeug.com
Ad on page 30

iDISC Information Technologies
iDISC, established in 1987, is an ISO 9001 and ISO
17100 certified language and software company
based in Barcelona with branches and teams in
Mexico, Brazil, USA, Argentina, Bolivia and Guatemala. We have dedicated teams for web content,
software localization and translation of technical,
business, automotive, biomedical and marketing
documents. Our software development engineers
and translation teams provide high-quality and ontime production solutions that are cost-efficient,
flexible and scalable.
Languages: Spanish (all variants), Portuguese (all
variants), Catalan, Basque, Galician, Valencian,
K'iche', Quechua, Aymara, Guarani

iDISC Information Technologies, S.L. Barcelona, Spain
34-93-778-73-00
Email: info@idisc.com
Web: www.idisc.com

LinguaLinx Language Solutions, Inc.
LinguaLinx is a leading provider of global content and language translation to organizations around the world. The content experts at
LinguaLinx help manage and localize messaging to
enhance efficiency and provide consistency across
all forms of communication. With offices around
the world, LinguaLinx provides organizations with
localization solutions that fit their needs including:
translation and interpretation, marketing communications and website localization, translation memory
deployment, multilingual SEO, translation readiness
assessment and global content management. Unify
your global organization with a customized content
intelligence strategy and ensure that your messages
resonate across borders. To learn more, visit http://
lingualinx.com.
Languages: All
LinguaLinx Language Solutions, Inc. Troy, NY USA
518-388-9000
Email: info@lingualinx.com Web: www.lingualinx.com

Medical Translations Only
MediLingua is one of the few medical translation
specialists in Europe. We only do medical. We provide all European languages and the major languages
of Asia and Africa, as well as translation-related
services to manufacturers of devices, instruments,
in vitro diagnostics and software; pharmaceutical
and biotechnology companies; medical publishers;
national and international medical organizations;
and other customers in the medical sector. Projects include the translation of documentation for
medical devices, surgical instruments, hospital
equipment and medical software; medical information for patients, medical students and physicians;
scientific articles; press releases; product launches;
clinical trial documentation; medical news; and
articles from medical journals.
Languages: 45, including all EU languages
MediLingua Medical Translations BV
Leiden, Netherlands
+31-71-5680862
Email: info@medilingua.com
Web: www.medilingua.com
Ad on page 38
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Rheinschrift Language Services
Outstanding localization requires world-class experience. Rheinschrift gives your business a native voice in the German-speaking world. We offer
more than 20 years’ experience providing translations and localizations for software and hardware
manufacturers as well as for the sectors of business,
technology, legal matters and medicine/medical
applications. Our services also range from glossaries,
post-editing, project management and desktop publishing services to many other related services. Rely on
Rheinschrift to deliver the most competent translations and meet your deadline, whatever it takes.
Languages: German to/from major European
languages
Rheinschrift Language Services
Cologne, Germany
+49-(0)221-80-19-28-0
Email: contact@rheinschrift.de Web: www.rheinschrift.de
Ad on page 19

TripleInk Multilingual
Communications

As a multilingual communications agency,
TripleInk has provided industrial and consumer
products companies with precise translation and
multilingual production services for audiovisual,
online and print media since 1991. Our experience
in adapting technical documentation and marketing communication materials covers a wide range
of industries, including biomedical and health care;
building and construction; financial services; food
and agriculture; high-tech and manufacturing; and
hospitality and leisure, as well as government and
nonprofit organizations. Using a total quality management process and state-of-the-art software and
equipment, our team of foreign language professionals delivers the highest quality translations in a
cost-effective and time-efficient manner.
Languages: All major commercial languages
TripleInk Minneapolis, MN USA
612-342-9800 , 800-632-1388
Email: info@tripleink.com
Web: www.tripleink.com

The Language Group

The Language Group provides a full suite of language solutions. If you have any language related
issue, we have a solution for you. We have been
ranked one of the fastest growing language companies in the United States and are ranked in the
Inc. 500 in 2018. We also have the honor of being
the best place to work in the Hampton Roads area
of Virginia. We are experts at on-site interpreting
and phone or video remote interpreting. Our service offerings include translation of medical, legal,
manufacturing and government content. We provide transcreation, website localization as well as
subtitling and multilingual voiceovers.
Languages: 200 including ASL
The Language Group Virginia Beach, Virginia USA
757-431-9004, 800-654-7481
Email: info@thelanguagegroup.com
Web: http://thelanguagegroup.com

24translate

As a leading international translation services
provider, 24translate has been connecting small
and medium-sized companies with the rest of the
world for two decades. When expanding into new

Follow us on Facebook
facebook.com/MultilingualMagazine

markets, global leaders such as tesa, Swisscom, and
FARO regularly rely on our technology and professional expertise. Striving to provide maximum support for the international growth strategies of our
clients, we have developed a unique translation automation platform: 24|contenthub. 24|contenthub
not only facilitates the integration of all the systems
and service providers employed, but also enables
companies to map their complete translation workflows in one place — global communication has
never been easier.
24translate
Hamburg, Germany
040 480 632-0
Email: service@24translate.de
Web: www.24translate.de

The Polish Language Specialists

Wratislavia Translation House Sp. z o.o., established
in 2005, is an ISO 17100-certified company with
headquarters in Wrocław. We provide customized
translation services in large-scale projects for clients worldwide. Our areas of expertise include IT
and new technologies, the automotive industry and
many more. We are experts in SAP translation — SAP
systems, documentation and training materials. Since 2010 we have been a certified SAP
Language Service Partner. Our services are provided by an in-house team of 15 translation
professionals and numerous freelance translators specialized in various industries. Our experienced project managers, strict quality
procedures and modern CAT tools allow us to deliver high-quality service beyond our customers’
expectations in compliance with confidentiality
policies.
Languages: Polish to/from major European languages
Wratislavia Translation House Sp. z o.o.
Wrocław, Poland, +48 71 33 50 510
Email: wth@wth.pl
Web: www.wth.pl
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memoQ
The tool you want for your projects

Ever dreamt of increasing your profits by 15%?
That’s what you get with MateCat. By reusing content
from public and private translation memories and
artificial intelligence, MateCat lets you reduce the
cost and turnaround time of all your translations.
Integrate machine learning in your translations.
Focus on creative and cognitive processes rather
than wasting time on repetitive tasks that are more
suited to machines. Let MateCat take care of repetitive and boring tasks like fixing machine translation
errors and placing the tags in the target text. Visit
www.matecat.com to start translating. It’s free.
Languages: All
MateCat srl Rome, Italy
+39 06 90254001
Email: support@matecat.com, Web: www.matecat.com
Ad on page 3

memoQ is a technology provider that has been
delivering premium solutions to the translation industry since 2004. For almost 15 years, memoQ has
been dedicated to delivering innovation through
diverse developments that today help hundreds
of thousands of freelance translators, translation
companies and enterprises worldwide. Having simplicity and more effective translation processes in
mind, memoQ combines ease of use, collaboration,
interoperability and leveraging in one single tool.
Discover a new world with memoQ, and let our
team help optimize your translation processes and
make your business more successful.
Languages: All
memoQ Budapest, Hungary
+3618088313
Email: sales@memoq.com
Web: www.memoq.com

SDL plc

SDL is the global innovator in language translation technology, translation services and content
management. Over the past 25 years we’ve helped
companies deliver transformative business results by enabling powerful, nuanced digital experiences with customers around the world. SDL
is the leading provider of translation software to
the translation industry and SDL Trados Studio
is recognized globally as the preferred computerassisted translation tool of government, commercial enterprises, language service providers and
freelance translators.
Languages: All
SDL plc Maidenhead, United Kingdom
+44-1628-417227
Email: info@sdltrados.com
Web:www.sdl.com or www.sdltrados.com
Ad on page 4

Educators:

We want to help you help your students

Help further your students’ understanding of the intersection of
language, technology and culture via articles written by experts
around the world. Provide them with a digital subscription to
MultiLingual with our compliments.

Contact us at subscriptions@multilingual.com to learn more
about utilizing MultiLingual in your classroom.
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Column

Takeaway
Professional legal
translations can
save you millions

Ally Gilboa

Ally Gilboa, CEO of AQ Group-Language
Solutions, is a speaker, translator and author.
She has over 20 years of experience in the
translation industry.

The internet has brought us all types of hilarious
and convoluted translations. However, precise, correct
translations are often needed in today’s shrinking marketplace. Most challenging of all are legal translations.

Words don’t always mean what you think they
mean and a small mistake in translation can lead to
catastrophic consequences. Some mistakes only cost
money, while others can bring devastation and change
history forever. One of the most common translation
errors occurred near the end of WWII. During the
Potsdam Conference, the Allies demanded unconditional surrender by the Japanese. The Japanese replied
with the word mokusatsu, which can mean “we are
thinking about it.” The translation the Allies received
was that the Japanese were ignoring the request, which
finalized the Allies’ decision to bomb Hiroshima.
Another expensive and tragic mistranslation led
a Spanish-speaking American patient to be treated
incorrectly. The family brought a high school baseball
player to the emergency room telling the doctors he was
intoxicado, which in Spanish means food poisoning, but
the American doctors heard a word they thought they
knew — intoxicated as in alcohol or drugs. The young
man was treated incorrectly and ended up as a quadriplegic. In a subsequent lawsuit, he was awarded $71 million,
but this was a mistake that never should have happened.

Legal is a language in itself

Preventing mistakes like these and making sure
that every legal translation is 100% accurate is not
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an easy job for a translator, which is the reason
that legal translations are so demanding. Even
though English is the international business
language, this does not cover the red tape when
your business moves into foreign markets. From
complicated negotiations, to unclear documents to
problematic contracts, these translations need to
be letter-perfect with zero errors. This is why legal
translation is a growing niche in the translation
industry, but it is also one of the most demanding.
Legal documents must also reflect the culture.
Legal translators must be capable at a high
linguistic level in both the source language and
the target language. They must have a good grasp
of the target’s legal system, terminology and
culture. In addition, legal terminologies between
both languages will often be hugely different,
and the translator needs to be able to compare
both the legal systems and the languages.
We all know that legal documents in general are
notorious for being difficult. In court, "One inaccurately translated word can change the life of a person
forever," says Victoria Froltsova, head of translation
at a Vienna-based law firm. Froltsova points out
that this can be especially important in criminal
cases, where something as seemingly insignificant
as a slightly different translation of the color of the
offender’s clothes could make a difference. In business dealings, an astute legal translator can make the
difference between winning and losing in a case. [M]
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www.eurogreek.com
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Katerina Gasova | Linguistic Services Director

How we drive language quality is
changing faster than ever before
The language quality of your product and content is the true gateway to the
local market. If the language disappoints your customers, that door shuts quickly.
Customized content for each market must convey your message accurately and
be emotionally and culturally relevant. This requires new approaches to quality
that go well beyond traditional processes, measurements and assessments.
My mission is to evolve the quality paradigm in the industry and build
custom quality programs that deliver exceptional results for each
unique global brand.

www.rws.com/moravia

